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1.0 Introduction 
The Colorado Department of Transportation (CDOT) and Federal Highway Administration 
(FHWA) are conducting an Environmental Assessment (EA) to study transportation 
improvements at the interchange of US 6 (also designated as Sixth Avenue) and Wadsworth 
Boulevard (also designated as Colorado State Highway 121) including improvements along 
Wadsworth Boulevard from approximately Third Avenue to 13th Avenue in Lakewood, 
Colorado.  

Transportation improvements in the study area have been identified as a high priority for 
CDOT, the City of Lakewood, area residents, businesses, and commuters. Roadway 
improvements in the region’s West Corridor have been identified in Lakewood’s 
Comprehensive Plan, the Denver Regional Council of Governments’ (DRCOG) Regional 
Transportation Plan, and the 1997 West Corridor Major Investment Study prepared by the 
Regional Transportation District (RTD).  

Improvements in the West Corridor, including improvements to the US 6 and Wadsworth 
Boulevard interchange, were identified as one set of 28 high-priority projects across the state 
that CDOT in 1996 committed to complete over the next approximately 25 years. Colorado 
voters approved bonding CDOT’s 28 high-priority projects against future gas tax revenues 
to complete the projects on an accelerated schedule. CDOT has completed nearly half of the 
projects of its Strategic Transportation Investment Program, otherwise known as the 7th Pot 
Program. The US 6 and Wadsworth Boulevard improvements have been identified as the 
roadway project for the West Corridor and, as such, improvements could be eligible for 
priority funding.  

CDOT’s goal is to complete an EA to determine if a Finding of No Significant Impact is 
appropriate or if an Environmental Impact Statement is required. The study will evaluate a 
reasonable range of alternatives for improvements, including the No-Action alternative. The 
EA and supporting documentation will comply with the National Environmental Policy Act 
and with regulations issued by the Council on Environmental Quality (Title 40 of the Code 
of Federal Regulation [CFR], Parts 1500-1508) and FHWA (23 CFR 771) for implementing 
the act. 

1.1 US 6 and Wadsworth Boulevard Corridor Overview 
The US 6 and Wadsworth Boulevard study area encompasses an approximately 500-foot 
corridor from each side of the Wadsworth Boulevard centerline from Third to 13th avenues 
and from the US 6 centerline from generally Broadview Drive on the east to Allison Street 
on the west, within the City of Lakewood, Colorado (Exhibit 1). This study area was 
developed to focus the initial data collection, although the logical termini have not yet been 
finalized. The study area along US 6 may expand based on the outcome of traffic and 
operational analysis at the interchange. 
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The US 6 and Wadsworth Boulevard interchange is the gateway to Lakewood’s downtown 
(Belmar) and city center (Lakewood Commons) areas. US 6 and Wadsworth Boulevard 
serve both local and regional travel needs that include daily commuter traffic in and 
through the City of Lakewood. RTD local, regional, and express bus services use these 
streets, and businesses and residents depend on these roads for access. Bicycle and 
pedestrian traffic occurs on Wadsworth Boulevard (although bicycle and pedestrian 
facilities are limited), and a future RTD light rail line and station will be constructed at 13th 
Avenue. Some of the transportation problems in the study area include traffic congestion, 
neighborhood and business access issues, discontinuous local residential traffic circulation, 
poor interchange operations, high accident rates, undersized drainage facilities, and 
inadequate bicycle and pedestrian facilities.  

 

6th Avenue / 
Wadsworth 
Boulevard 

Study Corridor

EXHIBIT 1 
Project Map 
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2.0 Purpose of This Report 
This report presents an overview of existing engineering design elements (e.g., geometric, 
structures, traffic, drainage, safety, etc.) within the study area. The overview was prepared 
to help identify areas of concern and assess the existing geometric “health” of the study 
corridor infrastructure. The assessment of engineering design issues consisted of field 
reconnaissance site visits, discussion with knowledgeable individuals, and/or review of 
available data, such as inspection reports or maintenance records. In certain instances, the 
existing design elements were compared against current project design standards 
established for the corridor. Through this comparison, general performance rankings 
(“good”/ ”fair”/”poor”) were established to aid in identification of potential corridor 
deficiencies. Ranking results of existing design elements are summarized in Section 4.0, 
Geometric Health Report Plans. 

Information from this report will be used to guide discussion and presentation of 
engineering design issues at both formal and informal public and agency scoping meetings. 
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3.0 Executive Summary 
Critical issues and problem areas identified from the evaluation of existing engineering 
design conditions for the US 6 and Wadsworth Boulevard EA are highlighted in this section. 
Section 4.0, Geometric Health Report Plans, contains exhibit plan sheets indicating a 
graphical rating summary of the existing engineering design conditions along the corridor. 
Actual discipline-specific technical memoranda (TMs) are included in this report, in CD 
format, in Section 5.0, Appendixes of Technical Memoranda. 

3.1 Geometric 
The following bullet list highlights the critical issues identified from the evaluation of 
existing roadway geometric conditions for the US 6 and Wadsworth Boulevard EA. 

US 6 Mainline and Interchange 
• The US 6 and Wadsworth Boulevard interchange is a full cloverleaf configuration with 

substandard design speeds on both the directional and the loop ramps, and short 
superelevation transition lengths on directional ramps. 

• Stopping sight distance (SSD) is limited in the northeast ramp terminal due to the 
intersection geometry and an existing retaining wall. 

• The ramp intersection geometry does not allow an Interstate Semitrailer Design Vehicle 
(WB-67) adequate room for turning movements.  

• Frontage road access to the northeast directional exit ramp creates a safety issue. 

• The deceleration and acceleration lengths of all four directional ramps do not meet 
project design standards.  

• The US 6 inside shoulder lacks sufficient room for emergency stopped vehicles. 

• Ramp shoulders vary from standard widths to 2 feet in width. 

• SSD is inadequate for the eastbound sag curve approaching Wadsworth Boulevard and 
the crest vertical curve over Wadsworth Boulevard. 

Wadsworth Boulevard Corridor 
• SSD is inadequate for several sag and crest vertical curves. 

• The vertical roadway grade falls below the minimum project design standard for flow 
along a concrete gutter. 

• Median widths are less than standard, which causes opposing traffic to pass each other 
within an unsafe distance. 
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• Signalized and unsignalized intersection spacing is less than the project design standard. 

3.2 Structures 
An evaluation of existing major structures was completed through a review of CDOT 
Structure Inspection and Inventory reports supplemented by a site visit to visually inspect 
the current field conditions. 

US 6 Mainline and Interchanges 
• McIntyre Gulch (Structure F-16-L) – Existing concrete box culvert (CBC) (3 – 10 feet by 

10 feet) that is rated as “fair.” The CDOT Structure Inspection and Inventory 
Report shows the condition rating of this structure as a 5, on a scale of 1 to 10. A rating 
of 5 is defined as “Fair Condition – all primary structural elements are sound but may 
have minor section loss, cracking, spalling, or scour.” According to the same report, this 
structure has a sufficiency rating of 63.8. 

• US 6 Bridge over Wadsworth Boulevard (Structure F-16-O) – Existing four-span 
concrete girder structure. The structure is rated as “structurally deficient” based on the 
deck condition rating of 4, and superstructure and substructure condition ratings of 5. 
FHWA defines a condition rating of 4 as “Poor Condition – advanced section loss, 
deterioration, spalling, or scour.” A condition rating of 5 is defined as “Fair Condition – 
all primary structural elements are sound but may have minor section loss, cracking, 
spalling, or scour.” 

Wadsworth Boulevard 
• Lakewood Gulch (Structure F-16-AK) – Existing box bridge structure (3 – 32 feet by 

8 feet). Rated in “fair condition.” 

3.3 Drainage 
Evaluation of existing drainage conditions for the US 6 and Wadsworth Boulevard study 
area was obtained from review of existing FEMA floodplain maps, City of Lakewood 
drainage master planning maps, and through correspondence with the City of Lakewood.  

US 6 (Sixth Avenue) 
• McIntyre Gulch – Existing CBC (3 – 10 feet by 10 feet). No major conveyance issues 

identified. 

• South Lakewood Gulch – Existing CBC (1 – 8 feet by 8 feet). Undersized structure 
resulting in excessive ponding on the upstream (south) side. 
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Wadsworth Boulevard 
• South Lakewood Gulch at Second Avenue – Existing pipe culvert (1 – 48 inches). 

Undersized storm drain. FEMA floodplain maps indicate street overtopping at the 
100-year flood levels. 

• Lakewood Gulch at Highland Drive – Existing box bridge structure (3 – 32 feet by 
8 feet). FEMA floodplain maps indicate street overtopping at the 100-year flood levels. 

• Dry Gulch at 10th and 12th Avenues – Existing pipe culvert (1 – 90-inch by 58-inch 
elliptical pipe). Undersized storm drain. FEMA floodplain maps indicate street 
overtopping at the 100-year flood levels. 

3.4 Geotechnical 
An evaluation of the geotechnical site conditions was completed by RockSol Consulting 
Group. A total of nine preliminary geologic boring test holes were completed and sampled 
along the project corridor. The borehole locations are indicated on the Geometric Health 
Report Plans in Section 4.0 of this report. 

There were no major geological hazards identified along the project corridor that cannot be 
mitigated by means of engineering. The thickness of the existing asphalt pavement ranges 
from 6 to 13 inches. High swell potential and corrosive soils have been observed or recorded 
in some locations. The blow counts were low in some boreholes (B-1, B-3, B-4, B-5, and B-7) 
at depths of 3 to 10 feet, which indicate soft or collapsible soils. In these areas, excavation 
and re-compaction should be considered. Sulfate-resistant concrete might be necessary 
where the water-soluble sulfate is high. Groundwater was encountered in all the boreholes 
at depths ranging from 9 to 23 feet, with the exception of B-2. Seasonal fluctuations in the 
water table increase shrink-swell effects in susceptible soils and bedrock. Shallow 
groundwater enhances soil corrosivity and frost action, decreases soil strength in slopes, 
and increases susceptibility to water erosion. 

3.5 Utilities 
An evaluation of existing utilities was completed through contacts with the Utility 
Notification Center of Colorado for initial identification of private utility companies and 
municipalities with facilities in the study area. 

Twenty-three utilities identified in the project area were considered major due to their 
critical nature or the high cost or complexity associated with their potential relocation. These 
utilities included high-voltage electric transmission lines; irrigation ditches; cell phone 
towers; potable water lines and sanitary sewers greater than 24 inches in diameter; fiber 
optic lines; raw water lines (untreated municipal water supplies); and high-pressure gas 
lines. All major utilities will be further evaluated when the alternatives have been defined. 
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Areas requiring significant grade change, widening of the roadway, or expansion beyond 
the existing right-of-way will be of particular concern. 

3.6 Traffic 
An evaluation of existing traffic operations was completed using the most current industry-
accepted standards. Mainline, weave, and merge/diverge operations were evaluated with 
Highway Capacity Software. Synchro software was used to determine intersection level of 
service (LOS), which is a qualitative description of traffic-flow characteristics. The highest 
level (LOS A) describes free-flow conditions in which vehicles experience minimal delay. 
The lowest level (LOS F) describes stop-and-go conditions in which long delays are 
experienced by most vehicles in the traffic stream. LOSs E and F were considered 
unacceptable. 

US 6 Mainline and Interchanges 
• The US 6 and Wadsworth Boulevard interchange is a full cloverleaf configuration with 

slow speeds and tight curves on both the directional and the loop ramps. 

• Three of the four weave segments on US 6 and Wadsworth Boulevard operate at 
unacceptable LOSs during peak hours.  

• The eastbound merge and westbound diverge segments on US 6 at Wadsworth 
Boulevard also operate at unacceptable LOSs and contribute to mainline congestion near 
the interchange.  

• Vehicles do not have adequate distance to accelerate/decelerate when entering/exiting 
US 6 at Wadsworth Boulevard. 

• The westbound US 6 on-ramp from the Wadsworth Boulevard weave with the US 6 slip 
ramp to Carr Street/Garrison Street operates at an unacceptable LOS.  

• The proximity of the Carr Street/Garrison Street slip ramps to the Wadsworth 
Boulevard interchange does not allow adequate acceleration and deceleration at either 
location. 

Wadsworth Boulevard Corridor 
• The Wadsworth Boulevard corridor is a typical urban arterial with signalized stop 

control and numerous driveway accesses. 

• The Fifth Avenue and Broadview Drive intersections are closely spaced to the US 6 
interchange; therefore, vehicles attempting to cross multiple lanes of traffic create 
turbulence in the traffic stream in both directions on Wadsworth Boulevard. 
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• North of US 6, the median is striped to provide two side-by-side, continuous left-turn 
lanes serving major intersections and driveway accesses. The variability of drivers 
entering the median left-turn lane(s) contributes to mainline congestion and adds to the 
difficultly for vehicles on the side streets to enter or cross Wadsworth Boulevard. In 
addition, sight distance between opposing vehicles in the turn lanes is a problem due to 
the vehicles blocking the view of traffic in the through lanes.  

• As a major regional arterial, signal priority is given to northbound and southbound 
vehicles. The cross-street approaches at most signalized and unsignalized intersections 
operate at unacceptable LOSs.  

• Due to the heavy through traffic on Wadsworth Boulevard, vehicles from both the side 
streets and the driveways are forced to pull into unsafe traffic-flow gaps. 

• The four through-lane cross-section north of US 6 does not accommodate current traffic 
demands with an LOS of E. 

3.7 Neighborhood Traffic Management 
The following summary of findings, completed by Navjoy Consulting Services, is based on 
an analysis of collected speed and volume data as well as a field review of existing 
conditions. 

• Traffic data collected on the local streets of Fourth Avenue, 12th Avenue, Broadview 
Drive, and Highland Drive indicate daily traffic volumes well below the City of 
Lakewood’s design threshold of 2,500 vehicles per day (vpd) for local streets. 
Additionally, with the exception of Highland Drive, the 85th percentile speed on these 
streets is at or below the existing posted speed limit. 

• The data indicate a slight speeding problem along Highland Drive (34-mph 85th 
percentile speed versus 30-mph speed limit), but the speeds are not high enough to be 
considered a traffic hazard to the neighborhood. It is also important to note that traffic 
patterns in this neighborhood could change if the existing frontage road connection to 
the eastbound US 6 off-ramp is removed. This frontage road does not carry a high 
volume of traffic (310 vpd); however, there is a history of neighborhood concern about 
increased traffic flow and whether additional traffic is routed on their streets from the 
frontage road. 

• The 85th percentile speeds along the US 6 frontage roads are typically 5 to 10 mph 
higher than the posted speed limit of 35 mph. The higher speeds are primarily a result of 
long tangent sections and minimal side-street friction. In addition, speeds on the west 
quadrant frontage roads are likely influenced by the higher speeds on the adjacent 
freeway because there is no visual separation between the two arterials. 
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• Several of the two-way streets (Fourth Avenue, Carr Street, Broadview Drive, and 
Highland Drive) have a large directional difference in average daily traffic (ADT) 
volume. This imbalance is primarily due to these streets serving traffic in the opposite 
direction of nearby one-way frontage roads. 

• Traffic data indicate that 10th Avenue west of Wadsworth Boulevard and Carr Street 
north of Sixth Avenue both have 85th percentile speeds well above the 30-mph posted 
speed limit (36 mph and 38 mph, respectively). Although these streets are both classified 
as minor collectors, they still pass through residential neighborhoods. Additionally, 10th 
Avenue is adjacent to the Jefferson County Open School. Traffic speeds on 10th Avenue 
are partially mitigated by the 20-mph school speed zone that is activated during school 
start and end times. Examination of speed data during school start and end times shows 
that the 85th percentile speeds are reduced from 36 to 30 mph. 

• Traffic speeds and volumes were not measured on most residential streets; however, a 
field review of these streets suggests that most streets do not have a speeding or traffic 
volume problem due to narrow pavement sections, curve-linear geometry, and street 
discontinuity, each of which helps mitigate speeding.  

3.8 Safety 
This assessment of the existing safety conditions for the US 6 and Wadsworth Boulevard 
study area is based on previously published CDOT and City of Lakewood reports along 
with a segmented analysis of accident data along Wadsworth Boulevard. This segmented 
analysis suggests a need to reduce accident frequency on Wadsworth Boulevard in the 
study area, primarily in the interchange area. The interchange ramp alignments also 
contribute to accidents. In addition, both the CDOT and City of Lakewood safety reports 
state that congestion in the study area is a factor that is actively contributing to accidents. 

US 6 Mainline and Interchanges 
• The US 6 and Wadsworth Boulevard interchange has the highest number of accidents of 

all the intersections in the study area.  

• Congestion along US 6 and Wadsworth Boulevard is an issue that is contributing to rear-
end accidents, which is the most common accident type in the study area. This type of 
accident is occurring at relatively low speeds due to the congestion and, therefore, is not 
resulting in a significant number of severe (injury and fatal) accidents. The second 
highest type of accident on Sixth Avenue was hit fixed object.  

• The cloverleaf interchange configuration results in ramps with significant curvature that 
require a much lower speed to negotiate than the prevailing speeds on either US 6 or 
Wadsworth Boulevard. The overturning and hit fixed-object accidents on the ramps can 
be attributed to failure to properly negotiate the curves. Exiting drivers may not adjust 
their speed quickly enough to slow down to the appropriate curve speeds. Furthermore, 
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the lower speeds on the entrance ramps require quick acceleration over a short distance 
to merge at the prevailing speeds.  

• From the City’s perspective, the frequency and severity of accidents in the area of the 
US 6 and Wadsworth Boulevard interchange are excessive; in fact, the interchange was 
the most critical location in Lakewood for accident frequency and the second most 
critical location for severity in 2001 and 2003. In addition, the interchange was included 
on the City of Lakewood’s critical intersection lists in both 2004 and 2005.  

Wadsworth Boulevard Corridor 
• From the statewide perspective, looking at the entire project length, neither the accident 

frequency nor the severity is excessive for either US 6 or Wadsworth Boulevard as 
compared to similar facilities across the state. However, analyzing the accident data over 
short segments of Wadsworth Boulevard suggests that there is a need to reduce the 
frequency of accidents in the study area.  

• Wadsworth Boulevard in the interchange area experiences sideswipe same-direction 
accidents, which typically occur during lane-changing maneuvers. The cloverleaf 
interchange configuration provokes lane changing and weaving between merging and 
diverging vehicles.  

• The 10th Avenue intersection experiences a number of approach-turn accidents 
involving northbound and southbound vehicles turning off of Wadsworth Boulevard to 
10th Avenue. A majority of the broadside accidents involved eastbound and westbound 
vehicles on 10th Avenue colliding with a northbound or southbound vehicle on 
Wadsworth Boulevard.  

• The 13th Avenue intersection was included on the City of Lakewood’s critical 
intersection lists in 2001 and 2003. 

3.9 Bicycle and Pedestrian 
Evaluation of the bicycle and pedestrian facilities, completed by Navjoy Consulting 
Services, is based on a review of the most current available plans and by performing field 
inventories and observations. 

US 6 Mainline and Interchanges 
• US 6 is a grade-separated facility where bicycles and pedestrians are prohibited. 

Wadsworth Boulevard Corridor 
• The existing pedestrian sidewalk system lacks continuity and is not in conformance with 

CDOT’s standards. Approximately 50 percent of the east side of Wadsworth Boulevard 
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has no sidewalk or substandard sidewalk, while 85 percent of the west side of the street 
has no sidewalk or sidewalk in substandard condition. 

• While currently not a highly active pedestrian or bicycle corridor, the future light rail 
station and ancillary development at 13th Avenue are expected to increase pedestrian 
and bicycle activity along Wadsworth Boulevard.  

• The existing cloverleaf interchange is not conducive to pedestrian and bicycle 
movements. The high-volume, free-flowing ramps do not provide adequate gaps in 
traffic, and vehicle visibility for bicyclists crossing the ramps is difficult and unsafe. 

• US 6 creates a barrier for bicyclists and pedestrians. Wadsworth Boulevard is the only 
crossing of US 6 for the 2.5-mile section between Sheridan Boulevard and Garrison 
Street.  

• The d-10 bicycle route crosses Wadsworth Boulevard at 10th Avenue and 13th Avenue. 

• The majority of pedestrian activity occurs at Fifth Avenue and 10th Avenue. 
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4.0 Geometric Health Report Plans 
The attached plan sheets (Exhibits 4-1 through 4-12) provide a graphical summary of the 
geometric “health” of the existing US 6 and Wadsworth Boulevard corridor. In general, the 
following health ratings indicate how well the existing geometric elements meet current 
design criteria: 

• Green bars indicate “good” segments where the geometric element meets design criteria. 

• Yellow bars indicate “fair” segments where the specific geometric element is borderline 
in meeting the design criteria. 

• Red bars indicate “poor” segments where the geometric element does not meet design 
criteria. 
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5.0 Appendixes of Technical Memoranda 
TMs documenting the field reconnaissance site surveys and preliminary analysis for the 
following engineering design disciplines are attached as appendixes, in CD format, to this 
summary report as follows: 

• Appendix A – Geometric 
• Appendix B – Structures 
• Appendix C – Drainage 
• Appendix D – Geotechnical 
• Appendix E – Utilities 
• Appendix F – Traffic Analysis 
• Appendix G – Neighborhood Traffic Conditions 
• Appendix H – Safety Assessment Report Summary 
• Appendix I – Bicycle and Pedestrian Facilities 
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US 6 and Wadsworth Boulevard Interchange 
Environmental Assessment 
Existing Conditions Geometric Analysis 
PREPARED FOR: Tim Eversoll 

PREPARED BY: Aaron Swafford 

COPIES: Mandy Whorton 

DATE: July 24, 2007 
PROJECT NUMBER: 358660 

The purpose of this technical memorandum (TM) is to describe the existing geometric 
conditions at the US 6 and Wadsworth Boulevard interchange and along Wadsworth 
Boulevard between First Avenue and 14th Avenue. Information in this TM comes from a 
field visit on June 1, 2007, as-built information supplied by Colorado Department of 
Transportation (CDOT) Region 6, and an aerial photographic survey flown for this project. 

Introduction 
The US 6 and Wadsworth Boulevard (SH 121) interchange is currently the subject of an 
Environmental Assessment (EA). The first step in the EA is to perform an existing 
conditions analysis that includes a review of the current roadway geometric conditions. The 
CDOT study area lies generally between First Avenue and 14th Avenue along Wadsworth 
Boulevard and also encompasses the US 6 interchange and the Carr Street/ Garrison Street 
slip ramps to the west, entirely within the City of Lakewood.  

US 6 is an east-west six-lane freeway on a tangent alignment serving communities west of 
Denver. US 6 and Wadsworth Boulevard are nearly perpendicular, with US 6 crossing over 
Wadsworth Boulevard using a full cloverleaf interchange configuration comprised of slow 
ramp speeds and tight curves on both the directional and loop ramps. Intersections are 
spaced closely to the interchange both north and south of US 6. The Carr Street/ Garrison 
Street slip ramps to the west are in close proximity to the Wadsworth Boulevard 
interchange. Evaluation information for US 6 is partially based on the as-builts (U 012-2(4)) 
supplied by CDOT Region 6. 

The Wadsworth Boulevard Corridor is a major regional arterial on a tangent alignment with 
signalized stop control and driveway accesses. Grades along the corridor are relatively flat, 
with only two locations where grades exceed 4.5 percent. South of US 6, Wadsworth 
Boulevard has six though lanes with a raised median to control access, while north of US 6, 
there are four through lanes with a paved median and uncontrolled access. North of US 6, 
the median is striped to provide two side-by-side, continuous left-turn lanes serving major 
intersections and driveway accesses. Exclusive left- and right-turn lanes are provided at 
high-volume movements but a number of right turns occur from shared through lanes. Bus 
blockages occur at a number of stops serving Regional Transportation District (RTD) local 
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and limited bus lines. Evaluation information for Wadsworth Boulevard is partially based 
on the as-builts (C11-0121-25, C11-0121-26) provided by CDOT Region 6. 

Existing Roadway Geometric Issues 
The following bullet list highlights the critical issues identified from the evaluation of 
existing roadway geometric conditions for the US 6 and Wadsworth Boulevard EA. 

US 6 Mainline and Interchanges 
• The US 6 and Wadsworth Boulevard interchange is a full cloverleaf configuration with 

substandard design speeds and short superelevation transition lengths on both the 
directional and loop ramps. 

• Stopping sight distance (SSD) is limited in the northeast ramp terminal due to the 
intersection geometry and an existing retaining wall. 

• The ramp terminal geometry does not allow an Interstate Semitrailer Design Vehicle 
(WB-67) adequate room for turning movements.  

• Frontage road access to the northeast directional exit ramp creates a safety issue. 

• The deceleration and acceleration lengths of all four directional ramps do not meet 
project design standards.  

• The US 6 inside shoulder lacks sufficient room for emergency stopped vehicles. 

• Ramp shoulders vary from standard widths to 2 feet in width. 

• SSD is inadequate for the eastbound sag curve approaching Wadsworth Boulevard and 
the crest vertical curve over Wadsworth Boulevard. 

Wadsworth Boulevard Corridor 
• SSD is inadequate for several sag and crest vertical curves. 

• The vertical roadway grade falls below the minimum project design standard for flow 
along a concrete gutter. 

• Median widths are less than standard, which causes opposing traffic to pass each other 
within an unsafe distance. 

• Signalized and unsignalized intersection spacing is less than the project design standard. 

Project Design Standards 
Project design standards were developed for this evaluation. The standards were used in the 
evaluation to compare the existing condition of US 6, Wadsworth Boulevard, and the 
interchange to current project design standards. To create the project design standards, the 
following guides were used: 

• American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO), A 
Policy on Geometric Design of Highways and Streets, 2004 
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• AASHTO, Roadside Design Guide, 2006 

• Colorado Department of Transportation (CDOT), CDOT Design Manual, 2005 

• CDOT, Standard Plans, M & S Standards, July 2006 

• City of Lakewood (Lakewood), Transportation Engineering Design Standards, March 2007 

• Lakewood. Engineering Regulations, Construction Specifications & Design Standards, 
June 2003 

Intersection Sight Distance 
Intersection sight distance was measured in the field on June 1, 2007, and all the 
intersections meet the City of Lakewood design standards for intersection sight distance. 
Only one intersection, Fourth Avenue, appeared to have median landscaping slightly 
obscuring sight distance. The eastbound-to-northbound movement from Fourth Avenue to 
Wadsworth Boulevard appeared to be obscured by landscaping in the median. However, 
the median allows for vehicle refuge prior to entering the northbound flow, which facilitates 
a safe merging movement.  

Because there are no locations with intersection sight-distance issues, intersection sight 
distance was not included in the Geometric Health Report. 

Horizontal Alignment and SSD 
US 6 and Wadsworth Boulevard follow along tangent horizontal alignments without any 
horizontal curves. There are only three Points of Intersection (PIs) in the Wadsworth 
Boulevard alignment, each less than 1 degree in deflection. Because of the lack of horizontal 
curvature, the mainline for US 6 and Wadsworth Boulevard is rated as “good.” 

The horizontal alignment for the ramps is discussed in the Ramp Design section of this TM. 

Vertical Alignment, Critical Lengths, and SSD 
Vertical grades on US 6 are all within project design standards for maximum and minimum 
grades and Critical Length. US 6 has two sag vertical curves and one crest vertical curve in 
the study area. Based on a design speed of 70 mph, the design values for K sag vertical 
curves is 181 and for a crest vertical curve it is 247. The K value is the length of vertical 
curve per percent change in grade. The design values of K provide the minimum SSD for 
the roadway. The eastbound approaching sag vertical curve has an existing K value of 100, 
the crest vertical curve over Wadsworth Boulevard has an existing K value of 170, and the 
westbound approaching sag vertical curve has an existing K value of 289. The eastbound 
sag vertical curve and the crest vertical curve are both substandard. The crest vertical curve 
is considered “poor” because it is a crest curve and the sight distance represented by the 
K value is obstructed by the roadway, whereas sag curves sight distance is based on 
headlight distance calculations and can be mitigated with adequate lighting. Therefore, the 
eastbound sag vertical curve is rated as “fair.” 

Grades on Wadsworth Boulevard are primarily within project design standards and Critical 
Length. There are three locations where the grade falls below the minimum grade project 
design standard of 0.5 percent, which is established primarily to avoid issues in water flow 
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in curb and gutters. Two locations are rated as “fair” because they are not below the 
minimum by more then 0.15 percent. One location is rated as “poor” because it is very flat 
(0.18 percent and 0.24 percent).  

There are several vertical curves along Wadsworth Boulevard that do not meet the project 
design standard for K. Based on a design speed of 45 mph, the design values for K sag 
vertical curves is 79, while for a crest vertical curve it is 61. Vertical curves that are 
significantly less than the project design standard are rated as “poor” and curves slightly 
less than the project design standard are rated as “fair.” The following is a list of curves and 
their designations: 

TABLE 1 
Wadsworth Boulevard Vertical Curves and Rating 

Location K K Standard Rating 

First Avenue (crest) 58 61 Fair 

Second Avenue (sag) 42 79 Poor 

Under US 6 (sag) 71 79 Fair 

McIntyre Gulch (sag) 36 79 Poor 

Eighth Place (crest) 56 61 Fair 

Ninth Avenue (sag) 51 79 Poor 

10th Avenue (crest) 47 61 Poor 

 

The vertical alignment for the ramps is discussed in the Ramp Design section of this TM. 

Cross-Sectional Elements 
Lane widths and outside shoulders for US 6 are typically 12 feet or wider, which meets the 
project design standard. However, the inside shoulder for US 6 is only 4 feet in width, 
which fails to meet project design standards. The standard inside shoulder width for this 
facility is 12 feet to allow for emergency stopped vehicles. The distance from the mainline to 
frontage roads varies from 26 feet to as narrow as 6 feet. The standard distance between the 
mainline and frontage roads is 24 feet. The primary pinch points occur when the ramp 
tapers are developed. Cross-sectional elements are rated “fair” based primarily on the 
narrow inside shoulder. 

The lane widths for Wadsworth Boulevard vary from 11 to 12 feet and are considered 
adequate. With a design speed of 45 mph, the vertical curb and gutter used along the entire 
length of Wadsworth Boulevard meets standards. Median treatment south of US 6 is raised 
with an adequate width. The left-turn bay approaching Fifth Avenue through the 
interchange and the left-turn bay north of 10th Avenue are rated “fair” because they are 
only 14 feet wide, 2 feet narrower than standard. In areas north of the interchange, a rating 
of “poor” is assigned to side-by-side left-turning lanes that are within the median, which is 
approximately 21 feet wide. The separation between opposing traffic is less than 8 inches 
(only the width of striping) and the turning lanes are less than 12 feet in width.  
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The cross-sectional elements for the ramps are discussed in the Ramp Design section of this 
TM. 

Spacing of Intersecting Streets 
The City of Lakewood intersection spacing criteria state that signalized intersections should 
be spaced at 0.5-mile intervals, and nonsignalized intersections must be spaced at least 
600 feet apart. If the spacing of any intersection is less than the criteria, it is rated as “fair.” 
Spacing of signalized intersections can be mitigated through timing of the signals and are 
not rated as “poor” unless the spacing is substantially less than the criteria. Unsignalized 
intersection spacing is rated as “poor” if the spacing represents a safety hazard. Using this 
criteria, the following intersections were rated as either “fair” or “poor”: 

TABLE 2 
Wadsworth Boulevard Spacing of Intersecting Streets 

Location Distance (ft) Standard (ft) Rating 

First Avenue to Second Avenue (signalized) 600 2,640 Poor 

Second Avenue to Fifth Avenue (signalized) 1,250 2,640 Fair 

Fifth Avenue to Southeast Ramp 150 600 Poor 

Fifth Avenue to Southwest Ramp 175 600 Poor 

Northwest Ramp to Frontage Road 100 600 Poor 

Northeast Ramp to Broadview Drive 100 600 Poor 

Broadview Drive to Highland Drive 500 600 Fair 

Eighth Place to Ninth Avenue 325 600 Poor 

10th Avenue to 14th Avenue (signalized) 2,000 2,640 Fair 

13th Avenue, two access points 50 600 Poor 

 

The east leg of the intersection at 13th Avenue consists of two access points: a south access 
and a north access. A serious conflict point can occur when vehicles are leaving from the 
south access heading north and from the north access turning south. During the field visit, a 
similar conflict was observed. The south access had a vehicle turn northbound on 
Wadsworth Boulevard at the same time the north access had a vehicle turn northbound. The 
vehicle from the south access had to swerve to avoid a collision (see Figure 1). 
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FIGURE 1 
Conflict at 13th Avenue (view looking north) 

 

Ramp Design and Exit and Entrance Design 
NE-1  
The northeast directional ramp (NE-1) was rated “poor” for several reasons: 

• Substandard design speed. Based on horizontal curves and superelevations, the existing 
design speed of the curve coming off the taper is 34 mph and the curve at the mid-point 
of the ramp is 28 mph. The mainline’s posted speed is 65 mph and the design speed is 
70 mph, making the preferred ramp design speed 50 mph.  

• The deceleration length for the ramp is inadequate. The existing length is 200 feet and 
the project design standard requires 490 feet to go from a design speed of 70 mph to 
35 mph. 

• The existing maximum grade is 6 percent, which is greater than the 5 percent project 
design standard.  

• The north frontage road merges onto the ramp, which violates driver expectancy (see 
Figure 2). 

• The ramp intersection with Wadsworth Boulevard does not allow truck traffic to safely 
negotiate the turn (see Figure 3). The ramp is not designed for an adequate design 

Vehicle from 
south access 

Vehicle from 
north access 
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vehicle. Both Wadsworth Boulevard and US 6 are designated truck routes. In 
discussions with City of Lakewood staff, the City does not restrict the size of trucks 
along Wadsworth Boulevard; therefore, the design vehicle for the ramp is the same as 
US 6, which is WB-67. 

• The ramp intersection does not have adequate site distance (66 feet as measured in the 
field). During the field visit, an accident was observed. 

• The maximum superelevation is 8 percent, which is greater than the 6 percent standard. 
The maximum superelevation was based on the frequency of slick conditions from snow 
and rain.  

FIGURE 2 
Frontage Road Merge onto Ramp 
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FIGURE 3 
Truck Off Tracking at NE-1 Intersection 

 

NE-2 
The northeast loop ramp (NE-2) was rated “fair” for the following reasons: 

• Substandard design speed. Based on horizontal curves and superelevations, the existing 
design speed of the curve is 24 mph. The minimum design speed is 25 mph for loop 
ramps.  

• The maximum superelevation is 8 percent, which is greater than the preferred standard 
of 6 percent. The maximum superelevation was based on the frequency of slick 
conditions from snow and rain. 

NW-1 
The northwest directional ramp (NW-1) was rated “poor” for the following reasons: 

• Substandard design speed. Based on horizontal curves and superelevations, the existing 
design speed of the curve approaching the taper is 37 mph. The mainline’s posted speed 
is 65 mph and the design speed is 70 mph, which makes the preferred ramp design 
speed 50 mph.  

• The acceleration length for the ramp is inadequate. The existing length is 344 feet and 
the project design standard requires 1,230 feet to go from a design speed of 35 mph to 
70 mph. 

• The maximum superelevation is 8 percent, which is greater than the standard of 
6 percent. The maximum superelevation was based on the frequency of slick conditions 
from snow and rain.  

Truck off tracking 
with damaged sign 
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• The ramp terminal spacing of 1,540 feet at the Carr Street/Garrison Street exit is less 
than standard. The standard spacing is 1,600 feet. 

NW-2 
The northwest loop ramp (NW-2) was rated “fair” for the following reason: 

• The maximum superelevation is 12 percent, which is greater than the preferred standard 
of 6 percent. The maximum superelevation was based on the frequency of slick 
conditions from snow and rain. 

SW-1 
The southwest directional ramp (SW-1) was rated “poor” for the following reasons: 

• Substandard design speed. Based on horizontal curves and superelevations, the existing 
design speed of the curve at the taper is 42 mph and the curve at the mid-point of the 
ramp is 27 mph. The mainline’s posted speed is 65 mph and the design speed is 70 mph, 
which makes the preferred ramp design speed 50 mph.  

• The deceleration length for the ramp is inadequate. The existing length is 225 feet and 
the project design standard requires 440 feet to go from a design speed of 70 mph to 
40 mph. 

• The ramp intersection with Wadsworth Boulevard does not allow truck traffic to safely 
negotiate the turn. The ramp is not designed for an adequate design vehicle. Both 
Wadsworth Boulevard and US 6 are designated truck routes. In discussions with City of 
Lakewood staff, the City does not restrict the size of trucks along Wadsworth Boulevard; 
therefore, the design vehicle for the ramp is the same as US 6, which is WB-67. 

• The maximum superelevation is 8 percent, which is greater than the standard of 
6 percent. The maximum superelevation was based on the frequency of slick conditions 
from snow and rain.  

• The superelevation transition length between the ramp-proper curves is too short. A 
tangent length of only 15.5 feet is available for transitioning between 8 percent 
superelevations. Typically, a tangent length of approximately 180 feet would be 
necessary to accommodate a transition between 8 percent superelevations using a 0.6 
distribution on tangent with these curve radii. 

SW-2 
The southwest loop ramp (SW-2) was rated “fair” for the following reasons: 

• Substandard design speed. Based on horizontal curves and superelevations, the existing 
design speed of the curve is 23 mph. The minimum design speed is 25 mph for loop 
ramps.  

• The maximum superelevation is 8 percent, which is greater than the 6 percent preferred 
standard. The maximum superelevation was based on the frequency of slick conditions 
from snow and rain. 
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SE-1 
The southeast directional ramp (SE-1) was rated “poor” for the following reasons: 

• Substandard design speed. Based on horizontal curves and superelevations, the existing 
design speed of the curve is 28 mph at the mid-point of the ramp and 22 mph 
approaching the taper. The mainline’s posted speed is 65 mph and the design speed is 
70 mph, which makes the preferred ramp design speed 50 mph.  

• The acceleration length for the ramp is inadequate. The existing length is 200 feet and 
the project design standard requires 1,520 feet to go from a design speed of 20 mph to 
70 mph. 

• The maximum superelevation is 8 percent, which is greater than the 6 percent standard. 
The maximum superelevation was based on the frequency of slick conditions from snow 
and rain.  

• The superelevation transition length between the ramp-proper curves is too short. A 
tangent length of approximately 86 feet is available for transitioning between 8 percent 
superelevations. Typically, a tangent length of approximately 160 feet would be 
necessary to accommodate a transition between 8 percent superelevations using a 0.6 
distribution on tangent with these curve radii. 

SE-2 
The southeast loop ramp (SE-2) was rated “fair” for the following reason: 

• The maximum superelevation is 12 percent, which is greater than the 6 percent preferred 
standard. The maximum superelevation was based on the frequency of slick conditions 
from snow and rain. 
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US 6 and Wadsworth Boulevard Interchange 
Environmental Assessment 
Structures Site Visit 
PREPARED FOR: Tim Eversoll, P.E./CH2M HILL Project Engineer 

Aaron Swafford, P.E./CH2M HILL Deputy Project Manager 

PREPARED BY: Stephen Howard and Ryan Abraham, P.E./CH2M HILL Bridge Engineers 

DATE: July 24, 2007 

On Thursday, June 14, 2007, Ryan Abraham and Steve Howard of CH2M HILL visited the 
Sixth Avenue and Wadsworth Boulevard interchange to assess the condition of the existing 
major structures. Two cast-in-place concrete box culverts, two cast-in-place concrete 
retaining walls, and the Sixth Avenue bridge over Wadsworth Boulevard were viewed.  

The first structure assessed was a three-cell, cast-in-place concrete box culvert located under 
Sixth Avenue, west of the Wadsworth Boulevard interchange. This multi-cell box is 
approximately 30 feet wide, with each cell measuring roughly 10 feet wide by 10 feet tall 
and nearly 275 feet in length (measured from an aerial photograph). The top slab of the 
original structure contains some minor cracking and shows efflorescence from magnesium 
chloride and road salts, especially at the joint where the culvert appears to have been 
widened. Otherwise, the structure appears to be in fair condition. During the time of the 
assessment, the box was carrying a decent flow and, therefore, a thorough assessment could 
not be made. The guardrail along the frontage road is in poor condition and should be 
updated and replaced. The Colorado Department of Transportation (CDOT) Structure Inspection 
and Inventory Report shows the condition rating of this structure as a 5, on a scale of 1 to 10. 
A rating of 5 is defined as “Fair Condition – all primary structural elements are sound but 
may have minor section loss, cracking, spalling, or scour.” According to the same report, 
this structure has a sufficiency rating of 63.8. The CDOT report can be found in 
Attachment 1 of this technical memorandum (TM), while photographs of the structure are 
presented in Pictures 1 and 2 below. 
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PICTURE 1: SOUTH SIDE OF SIXTH AVENUE, LOOKING NORTH 

 
PICTURE 2: CENTER CELL, LOOKING NORTH 

The second structure observed was the Sixth Avenue bridge over Wadsworth Boulevard 
(see Picture 3). The bridge shows significant deterioration of the bridge deck, while the 
overhangs show cracks and spalling of the concrete. The underside of the deck contains 
longitudinal cracking as seen by the penetration of the efflorescence. An example of these 
conditions can be seen in Pictures 4 and 5. The girders and substructure appear to be in fair 
condition with little sign of deterioration. The horizontal clearance between the existing 
roadway and the bridge piers is narrow and may present problems in widening Wadsworth 
Boulevard. 
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Structural Deficiency 
The CDOT Bridge Inspection Report indicates that the Sixth Avenue bridge over Wadsworth 
Boulevard, Structure No. F-16-O, is structurally deficient. Structural deficiency is based on 
the existing in-place condition of the bridge deck, superstructure, substructure, and overall 
structural evaluation. 

According to the National Bridge Inventory (NBI) Coding Guide, the structural elements of a 
bridge are conditionally rated from a 9 (“Excellent Condition”) to 0 (“Failed Condition”). 
When a condition rating of 4 or less is given for the deck, superstructure, or substructure, a 
bridge is considered structurally deficient. 

The Sixth Avenue bridge over Wadsworth Boulevard has a deck condition rating of 4, and 
superstructure and substructure condition ratings of 5. FHWA defines a condition rating of 
4 as “Poor Condition – advanced section loss, deterioration, spalling, or scour.” A condition 
rating of 5 is considered “Fair Condition – all primary structural elements are sound but 
may have minor section loss, cracking, spalling, or scour.” 

Functionally Obsolete 
The NBI Coding Guide states that a bridge is “Functionally Obsolete” if the deck geometry, 
under clearance, approach roadway alignment, or structural condition rating is 3 or less. 
According to the CDOT Bridge Inspection Report, the Sixth Avenue bridge over Wadsworth 
Boulevard exceeds these criteria in all aspects and, therefore, is not functionally obsolete. 

Sufficiency Rating 
The Sufficiency Rating is a method of evaluating highway bridges using four separate 
factors to obtain a numeric value, which is indicative of bridge sufficiency to remain in 
service. The result of this method yields a percentage between 0 and 100. A rating of 

 
PICTURE 3: SIXTH AVENUE BRIDGE OVER WADSWORTH BOULEVARD, LOOKING NORTHEAST 
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100 percent represents an entirely sufficient bridge and a 0 percent rating would represent 
an entirely insufficient bridge. The four factors used in the rating are as follows: 

1. Structural Adequacy and Safety 
2. Serviceability and Functional Obsolescence  
3. Essentiality for Public Use 
4. Special Reductions  

The above four factors are calculated using field inspection data and formulas from the 
FHWA Recording and Coding Guide for the Structure Inventory and Appraisal of the Nation’s 
Bridges. The CDOT Bridge Inspection Report has a sufficiency rating for the Sixth Avenue and 
Wadsworth Boulevard bridge of 74.1. The inspection report can be found in Attachment 1 of 
this TM. 

 
PICTURE 4: OVERHANG OF EASTBOUND BRIDGE 
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PICTURE 5: EFFLORESCENCE AND RUST ON UNDERSIDE OF DECK 

The third structure assessed was a cast-in-place concrete retaining wall on the ramp from 
eastbound Sixth Avenue to northbound Wadsworth Boulevard. This wall, located on the 
corner of Broadview Drive and Wadsworth Boulevard, is approximately 10 feet tall at its 
peak and nearly 120 feet in length. The wall shows minor cracks where typical crack control 
joints should have been placed. The wall as apparently built with expansion joints but no 
crack control joints. This wall appears to be stable and cracking is minimal. Overall, this 
wall is in good condition. However, poor sight distance from the northbound ramp onto 
Wadsworth Boulevard creates a hazard to pedestrians and oncoming traffic. This wall is 
shown in Pictures 6 and 7. 

PICTURE 6: WALL AT NORTHEAST CORNER OF SIXTH AVENUE AND WADSWORTH BOULEVARD, LOOKING NORTHEAST 
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PICTURE 7: WALL AT NORTHEAST CORNER OF SIXTH AVENUE AND WADSWORTH BOULEVARD, LOOKING SOUTH 

Several block landscaping walls are present along northbound Wadsworth Boulevard, north 
and south of the slope paving of the bridge. These walls are not considered major structures 
and should be of little significance to the Environmental Assessment (EA). They are in good 
condition and appear to be structurally sound. An example of one of these walls is shown in 
Picture 8. 

PICTURE 8: LANDSCAPE WALL AT NORTHEAST CORNER OF SIXTH AVENUE AND WADSWORTH BOULEVARD 
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A minor structure within the project boundaries is a cast-in-place concrete box culvert 
located under Sixth Avenue, east of the Sixth Avenue and Wadsworth Boulevard 
interchange. This box culvert is approximately 10 feet wide by 8 feet tall and about 175 feet 
in length (measured from an aerial photograph). This culvert is not considered to be a major 
structure but appears to be in fair condition. However, water was running through the 
culvert at the time of the site visit, and a walk-through assessment was not performed. This 
culvert is shown in Picture 9. 

PICTURE 9: MINOR STRUCTURE UNDER SIXTH AVENUE; 
PICTURE IS FROM THE SOUTH SIDE OF SIXTH AVENUE, LOOKING NORTHWEST 

The fourth structure assessed was a cast-in-place concrete retaining wall between the New 
Holland tractor dealership and Three Margaritas restaurant (See Pictures 10 and 11). This 
wall is approximately 8 feet tall and measures nearly 300 feet in length. The wall appears to 
be stable with few cracks and new paint. At the edge of Wadsworth Boulevard, the wall 
extends to the sidewalk, which creates an unsafe walking condition and also obstructs sight 
distance at the entryway to the Three Margaritas restaurant.  
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PICTURE 10: CAST-IN-PLACE WALL ON WEST SIDE OF WADSWORTH BOULEVARD, LOOKING WEST 

 
PICTURE 11: CAST-IN-PLACE WALL ON WEST SIDE OF WADSWORTH BOULEVARD, LOOKING NORTH 

The last structure observed was a three-cell cast-in-place concrete box culvert located under 
Wadsworth Boulevard at Lakewood Gulch (see Pictures 12 and 13). This multi-cell box 
shows little sign of deterioration except near the bridge drains, which are cut into the top 
slab of the box, as shown in Picture 13. The interior of the box is in fair condition. There are 
longitudinal pipe penetrations through all four walls near the top slab, and the wing walls 
appear to be stable. However, the railing mounted to the headwalls is substandard. The 
overall condition of this structure is fair to good. 

The CDOT Structure Inspection and Inventory Report shows the condition rating of this 
structure as a 6, on a scale of 1 to 10. A rating of 6 is defined as “Satisfactory Condition – 
structural elements show some minor deterioration.” According to the same report, this 
structure has a sufficiency rating of 93.6. The CDOT report can be found in the Attachment 1 
of this TM. 
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PICTURE 12: BOX CULVERT CARRYING SIXTH AVENUE OVER LAKEWOOD GULCH; WEST SIDE, LOOKING EAST 

 

 
PICTURE 13: BOX CULVERT CARRYING SIXTH AVENUE OVER LAKEWOOD GULCH, TOP SLAB DRAIN 
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Colorado Department of Transportation
Structure Inspection and Inventory Report (English Units)

Highway Number (ON) 5D: 0121A 1

Mile Post (ON)11: 12.670 mi

Bridge Key: F-16-AK Inspection Date: 12/6/2006

5.0 ft

Rgn/Sectn 2E/2M:
Trans Region 2T

JEFFERSON
County Code 3:

Place Code 4:
LAKEWOOD

Rte.(On/Under)5A:

Signing Prefix 5B:
Level of Service 5C:

Range18A:

Directional Suffix 5E:
Feature Intersected 6:
MCINTIRE GULCH
Facility Carried 7:
SH 121 ML
Alias Str No.8A:

Prll Str No. 8P

Location 9:
.2 MI. N. OF 6TH AVE.
Max Clr 10:
BaseHiway Net12:
IrsinvRout 13A
IrssubRout No13B:

Latitude 16:
Longitude 17:

Township18B:
Section18C:
Detour Length 19:
Toll Facility 20:
Custodian 21:
Owner 22:

Functional Class 26:
Year Built 27:

Lanes on 28A:
Lanes Under 28B:
ADT 29:
Year of ADT 30:
Design Load 31:

Apr Rdwy Width 32:

Median 33:
Skew 34:
Structure Flared 35:
Sfty Rail 36a/b/c/d:

Operating Rating 64:

Hist Signif 37:
Posting status 41:

Main Mat/Desgn 43A/B:
Service on/un 42A/B:

Appr Mat/Desgn 44A/B:

Main Spans Unit 45:

Approach Spans 46:

Horiz Clr 47:
Max Span 48:
Str Length 49:
Curb Wdth L/R 50A/B:
Width Curb to Curb 51
Width Out to Out 52:
Deck Area:
Min Clr Ovr Brdg 53:

Min Undrclr Ref 54A:
Min Undrclr 54B:

Min Lat Clrnce Ref R 55A

Min Lat Undrclr R 55B:

Deck 58:
Super 59:
Sub 60:
Channel/Protection 61:

Culvert 62:
Oprtng Rtg Method 63:

Inv Rtng Method 65:
Inventory Rating 66:
Asph/Fill Thick 66T:
Str. Evaluation 67:
Deck Geometry 68:
Undrclr Vert/Hor 69:

Posting 70:
Waterway Adequacy 7

Approach Alignment 72:
Type of  Work 75A:
Work Done By 75B:
Length of Improvment 76:
Insp Team Indicator 90B

Rail ht36h: FC Inspection Date 93A:

UW Inspection Date 93B
SI Date 93C:

Roadway Cost 95:
Bridge Cost 94:

Total Cost 96:

Year of Cost Estimate 97:

Brdr Brdg Code/% 98A/B:

Border Bridge Number 99
Defense Highway 100:
Parallel Structure 101:
Direction of Traffic 102
Temporary Structure 103
Highway System 104:
Fed Lands Hiway 105:
Year Reconstructed 106

Deck Type 107:
Wearing Surface 108A

Membrane 108B:

Deck Protection 108C:
Truck ADT 109:
Trk Net 110:

NBIS Length 112:
Pier Protection 111:

Scour Critical 113:

Scour Watch 113M:

Year of Future ADT 115
Future ADT 114:

CDOT Str Type 120A:
CDOT Constr Type 120B

Maintenance Patrol 123

Expansion Dev/Type124
Brdg Rail Type/Mod 125A/B

Posting Trucks 129A/B/C
Str Rating Date 130:
Special Equip 133:
Vert Clr N/E 134A/B/C:

5
19
0

Inspection Indic 122A:
Inspection Trip 122AA
Scheduling Status 122B

Sufficiency Rating: 93.6 Not Eligible

Inspector Name 90C:

Frequency 91:
FC Frequency 92A:
UW Frequency 92B:
SI Frequency 92C:

Vert Clr S/W 135A/B/C

Vertical Clr Date:

Weight Limit Color: 139
Str Billing Type:
Userkey 1 - System:
Userkey 7-Update Indic

32.0 ft
4.8 ft

36.0 

78.8 ft
80.0 ft
2,561.8 sq. ft
99.99
N
0.0 ft

N

N
N
N
5

6
5 No rating

5
36.0

024 "in"
6
5
N

5
6

8

0.0 ft
Unknown - Pont

5
A

3
0
69.0 ft
12.0 ft

5
1
0

STADIGM

24 months
-1
-1
-1

000000121A

1
99.99

0
1
3

1

43000

059
02
68

00

39d 43' 39"
105d 04' 53"
69 W
69
2

0.6 mi
3
1
1

14
1961
6
0
51,000

2005
5

69.0 ft
0
0.00 °
0

40 "in"
0 0 0 0

0.0099.99
99.99 0.00

0

ONSYS

X
X

0
U

1/1/1901

5

0.
CBC

O
J

2025
59,160

0
8

Y

1
4 %
N

N
N

0000
0
1

_
2
N
0

N

$ 0
$ 0
$ 0

STADIGMInspector Name:

0 0 0

0.0 ft

Min Lat Undrclr L 56: 0

Mon 7/23/2007 14:34:17
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Colorado Department of Transportation
Structure Inspection and Inventory Report (English Units)

Highway Number (ON) 5D: 0121A 1

Mile Post (ON)11: 12.670 mi

Element Inspection Report

Elm/Env Description Units Total Qty % in 1 CS 1 % in 2 CS 2 % in 3 CS 3 % in 4 CS 4 % in 5 CS 5

Concrete Culvert241/4 (LF) 240 90 % 215 6 % 15 4 % 10 0 % 0 0 % 0

Culvert Wingwalls327/4 (EA) 4 25 % 1 75 % 3 0 % 0 0 % 0 0 % 0

Metal Rail Coated334/4 (LF) 64 0 % 0100 % 64 0 % 0 0 % 0 0 % 0

Culvert Headwalls335/4 (EA) 2100 % 2 0 % 0 0 % 0 0 % 0 0 % 0

Channel Cond501/4 (EA) 1100 % 1 0 % 0 0 % 0 0 % 0 0 % 0

ChannProtMatCond502/4 (EA) 1100 % 1 0 % 0 0 % 0 0 % 0 0 % 0

BankCond504/4 (EA) 1100 % 1 0 % 0 0 % 0 0 % 0 0 % 0

Debris Smart Flag505/4 (EA) 1100 % 1 0 % 0 0 % 0 0 % 0 0 % 0

Description Element NotesElem/Env

Concrete Culvert241/4 Vert. cracks in walls open 1/32 inch to 1/8 inch, most have efflor.  Wall #4 cracks
actively leaking with  deposits.  Light to mod. efflor. seeping through const. joints,
and some rust stains in Cell 2.  There is some light scale, delaminations, & minor
spalls around drop inlets in top slabs.  Some light scale on Wall #4 below RCP at lt.
side.

Culvert Wingwalls327/4 #1 Lt. open 1/2 inch and pushed slightly.  #1 Rt. pushed 2 inches and open 1/2 inch.
#4 Lt. pushed 1 inch.  #4 Rt. pushed 1.5 inches and open 1 inch.  Active leaking
through joint at bottom of #4 Rt.

Metal Rail Coated334/4 Painted Type J rail.  Freckled rust throughtout.

Culvert Headwalls335/4 Minor spall with exposed rebar on rt. headwall near Wall #3.  Delam. on lt. headwall
above Cell #2.

Channel Cond501/4 McIntire Gulch.  Makes bend upstream side.  Flows through Cells 2 & 3.

ChannProtMatCond502/4 Concrete rubble upstream, sloughing down steep slopes into channel, and some
washed down through culvert.  Up to 2 ft. diam. rock riprap, and cinder block
retaining wall, placed at end of #1 Rt. wingwall.

BankCond504/4 Heavy tree growth & grass help stabilize steep slopes.  Some areas are vertical due
to erosion.

Debris Smart Flag505/4 Large sections of curb & gutter are around and inside the culvert.  Some trash in
Cell #1.  Some branches caught on nose of Wall #3.

Bridge Notes

Utilities: Two 12 inch diam., and one 18 diam., steel pipes through top of each cell wall.

Mon 7/23/2007 14:34:17
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Colorado Department of Transportation
Structure Inspection and Inventory Report (English Units)

Highway Number (ON) 5D: 0121A 1

Mile Post (ON)11: 12.670 mi

Scope:

TIME:  12:00          TEMP:  45          WEATHER:  Clear

12/06/2006

STADIGM Inspection Team:

Inspection Notes

Inspector:

Inspection Date:

NBI: Element: Underwater: Fracture Critical: Other: Type: Regular NBI

Inspector

Inspector

Mon 7/23/2007 14:34:17
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Colorado Department of Transportation
Structure Inspection and Inventory Report (English Units)

Highway Number (ON) 5D: 0006G 1

Mile Post (ON)11: 280.648 mi

Bridge Key: F-16-L Inspection Date: 12/6/2005

0.0 ft

Rgn/Sectn 2E/2M:
Trans Region 2T

JEFFERSON
County Code 3:

Place Code 4:
LAKEWOOD

Rte.(On/Under)5A:

Signing Prefix 5B:
Level of Service 5C:

Range18A:

Directional Suffix 5E:
Feature Intersected 6:
MCINTYRE GULCH
Facility Carried 7:
US 6 ML
Alias Str No.8A:

Prll Str No. 8P

Location 9:
IN LAKEWOOD
Max Clr 10:
BaseHiway Net12:
IrsinvRout 13A
IrssubRout No13B:

Latitude 16:
Longitude 17:

Township18B:
Section18C:
Detour Length 19:
Toll Facility 20:
Custodian 21:
Owner 22:

Functional Class 26:
Year Built 27:

Lanes on 28A:
Lanes Under 28B:
ADT 29:
Year of ADT 30:
Design Load 31:

Apr Rdwy Width 32:

Median 33:
Skew 34:
Structure Flared 35:
Sfty Rail 36a/b/c/d:

Operating Rating 64:

Hist Signif 37:
Posting status 41:

Main Mat/Desgn 43A/B:
Service on/un 42A/B:

Appr Mat/Desgn 44A/B:

Main Spans Unit 45:

Approach Spans 46:

Horiz Clr 47:
Max Span 48:
Str Length 49:
Curb Wdth L/R 50A/B:
Width Curb to Curb 51
Width Out to Out 52:
Deck Area:
Min Clr Ovr Brdg 53:

Min Undrclr Ref 54A:
Min Undrclr 54B:

Min Lat Clrnce Ref R 55A

Min Lat Undrclr R 55B:

Deck 58:
Super 59:
Sub 60:
Channel/Protection 61:

Culvert 62:
Oprtng Rtg Method 63:

Inv Rtng Method 65:
Inventory Rating 66:
Asph/Fill Thick 66T:
Str. Evaluation 67:
Deck Geometry 68:
Undrclr Vert/Hor 69:

Posting 70:
Waterway Adequacy 7

Approach Alignment 72:
Type of  Work 75A:
Work Done By 75B:
Length of Improvment 76:
Insp Team Indicator 90B

Rail ht36h: FC Inspection Date 93A:

UW Inspection Date 93B
SI Date 93C:

Roadway Cost 95:
Bridge Cost 94:

Total Cost 96:

Year of Cost Estimate 97:

Brdr Brdg Code/% 98A/B:

Border Bridge Number 99
Defense Highway 100:
Parallel Structure 101:
Direction of Traffic 102
Temporary Structure 103
Highway System 104:
Fed Lands Hiway 105:
Year Reconstructed 106

Deck Type 107:
Wearing Surface 108A

Membrane 108B:

Deck Protection 108C:
Truck ADT 109:
Trk Net 110:

NBIS Length 112:
Pier Protection 111:

Scour Critical 113:

Scour Watch 113M:

Year of Future ADT 115
Future ADT 114:

CDOT Str Type 120A:
CDOT Constr Type 120B

Maintenance Patrol 123

Expansion Dev/Type124
Brdg Rail Type/Mod 125A/B

Posting Trucks 129A/B/C
Str Rating Date 130:
Special Equip 133:
Vert Clr N/E 134A/B/C:

5
19
0

Inspection Indic 122A:
Inspection Trip 122AA
Scheduling Status 122B

Sufficiency Rating: 63.8 Not Eligible

Inspector Name 90C:

Frequency 91:
FC Frequency 92A:
UW Frequency 92B:
SI Frequency 92C:

Vert Clr S/W 135A/B/C

Vertical Clr Date:

Weight Limit Color: 139
Str Billing Type:
Userkey 1 - System:
Userkey 7-Update Indic

37.0 ft
0.0 ft

36.0 

0.0 ft
0.0 ft
8,923.3 sq. ft
99.99
N
0.0 ft

N

N
N
N
6

5
5 No rating

5
36.0

036 "in"
5
N
N

5
8

8

0.0 ft
Unknown - Pont

5
A

3
0
53.0 ft
13.1 ft

1
1
0

MAESA

24 months
-1
-1
-1

000000006G

1
99.99

0
1
2

1

43000

059
02
68

00

39d 43' 29"
105d 05' 01"
69 W
69
11

0.6 mi
3
1
1

12
1942
12
0
106,400

2005
4

187.0 ft
2
30.00 °
0

22 "in"
0 0 0 0

0.0099.99
99.99 0.00

3

ONSYS

X
X

0
U

1/1/1901

8

0.
CBC

O
G

2025
137,256

0
8

Y

1
3 %
N

N
N

1961
0
1

_
2
N
0

N

$ 0
$ 0
$ 0

MAESAInspector Name:

0 0 0

0.0 ft

Min Lat Undrclr L 56: 0
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Colorado Department of Transportation
Structure Inspection and Inventory Report (English Units)

Highway Number (ON) 5D: 0006G 1

Mile Post (ON)11: 280.648 mi

Element Inspection Report

Elm/Env Description Units Total Qty % in 1 CS 1 % in 2 CS 2 % in 3 CS 3 % in 4 CS 4 % in 5 CS 5

Concrete Culvert241/4 (LF) 836 40 % 336 54 % 450 6 % 50 0 % 0 0 % 0

Culvert Wingwalls327/4 (EA) 4 75 % 3 25 % 1 0 % 0 0 % 0 0 % 0

Metal Rail Coated334/4 (LF) 36 78 % 28 22 % 8 0 % 0 0 % 0 0 % 0

Culvert Headwalls335/4 (EA) 2100 % 2 0 % 0 0 % 0 0 % 0 0 % 0

Channel Cond501/1 (EA) 1100 % 1 0 % 0 0 % 0 0 % 0 0 % 0

ChannProtMatCond502/1 (EA) 1100 % 1 0 % 0 0 % 0 0 % 0 0 % 0

BankCond504/1 (EA) 1100 % 1 0 % 0 0 % 0 0 % 0 0 % 0

Debris Smart Flag505/1 (EA) 1100 % 1 0 % 0 0 % 0 0 % 0 0 % 0

Description Element NotesElem/Env

Concrete Culvert241/4 Moderate stream abrasion on floor.  Divider walls have light to mod. vert. & diag.
cracks.  Walls & top slab have many areas of light scale w/ efflor. , mostly @ original
const.  Lite longit. cracks w/ efflor. in top slab.  Const. joints in walls & top slab have
mod. cracks w/ heavy efflor., rust stains & mineral deposits.  1/4 inch longit crack in
top slab, 10 inches from const. joint in cell 1, approx. 60 feet from inlet.

Culvert Wingwalls327/4 #1 rt. pushed 1.5+/- inches.

Metal Rail Coated334/4 Galv. type G rail w/ painted posts attached to rt. headwall only.  Some posts & rail
bent.  Posts have R1 corr.  Rail not attached to posts #3 & #5.

Culvert Headwalls335/4 Light scale on lt. headwall.  Rt. headwall has couple light vert. cracks above divider
walls.

Channel Cond501/1 McIntyre Gulch.  Narrow channel with 90 deg. turn upstream 100 ft.+/-.  Flows in all
cells, but mainly in cell #3.

ChannProtMatCond502/1 Some asph. slope paving around inlet wings.  Washing and some deterioration.

BankCond504/1 Steep banks have cut over the years.  Growing trees, grass, and some brush.

Debris Smart Flag505/1 Sediment buildup at center to outlet of all cells is 3 to 5 ft..  Inlet is clean.

Description Recommended StatusTarget Year Est CostMMS Activity

Maintenance Activity Summary

Clean and paint bridge rail posts that are attached to right headwall.
355.03 Cln & Pnt 11/30/2001 -1 2003 1000

Mon 7/23/2007 14:34:17
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Colorado Department of Transportation
Structure Inspection and Inventory Report (English Units)

Highway Number (ON) 5D: 0006G 1

Mile Post (ON)11: 280.648 mi

Bridge Notes

Scope:

Time: 1:00                                     Temp: 50                                    Weather: Clear

12/06/2005

MAESA Inspection Team:

Inspection Notes

Inspector:

Inspection Date:

NBI: Element: Underwater: Fracture Critical: Other: Type: Regular NBI

Inspector

Inspector

Mon 7/23/2007 14:34:17
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Colorado Department of Transportation
Structure Inspection and Inventory Report (English Units)

Highway Number (ON) 5D: 0006G 1

Mile Post (ON)11: 280.775 mi

Bridge Key: F-16-O Inspection Date: 12/8/2005

0.0 ft

Rgn/Sectn 2E/2M:
Trans Region 2T

JEFFERSON
County Code 3:

Place Code 4:
LAKEWOOD

Rte.(On/Under)5A:

Signing Prefix 5B:
Level of Service 5C:

Range18A:

Directional Suffix 5E:
Feature Intersected 6:
SH 121 ML
Facility Carried 7:
US 6 ML
Alias Str No.8A:
#F-16-AF

Prll Str No. 8P

F-16-AF

Location 9:
IN LAKEWOOD
Max Clr 10:
BaseHiway Net12:
IrsinvRout 13A
IrssubRout No13B:

Latitude 16:
Longitude 17:

Township18B:
Section18C:
Detour Length 19:
Toll Facility 20:
Custodian 21:
Owner 22:

Functional Class 26:
Year Built 27:

Lanes on 28A:
Lanes Under 28B:
ADT 29:
Year of ADT 30:
Design Load 31:

Apr Rdwy Width 32:

Median 33:
Skew 34:
Structure Flared 35:
Sfty Rail 36a/b/c/d:

Operating Rating 64:

Hist Signif 37:
Posting status 41:

Main Mat/Desgn 43A/B:
Service on/un 42A/B:

Appr Mat/Desgn 44A/B:

Main Spans Unit 45:

Approach Spans 46:

Horiz Clr 47:
Max Span 48:
Str Length 49:
Curb Wdth L/R 50A/B:
Width Curb to Curb 51
Width Out to Out 52:
Deck Area:
Min Clr Ovr Brdg 53:

Min Undrclr Ref 54A:
Min Undrclr 54B:

Min Lat Clrnce Ref R 55A

Min Lat Undrclr R 55B:

Deck 58:
Super 59:
Sub 60:
Channel/Protection 61:

Culvert 62:
Oprtng Rtg Method 63:

Inv Rtng Method 65:
Inventory Rating 66:
Asph/Fill Thick 66T:
Str. Evaluation 67:
Deck Geometry 68:
Undrclr Vert/Hor 69:

Posting 70:
Waterway Adequacy 7

Approach Alignment 72:
Type of  Work 75A:
Work Done By 75B:
Length of Improvment 76:
Insp Team Indicator 90B

Rail ht36h: FC Inspection Date 93A:

UW Inspection Date 93B
SI Date 93C:

Roadway Cost 95:
Bridge Cost 94:

Total Cost 96:

Year of Cost Estimate 97:

Brdr Brdg Code/% 98A/B:

Border Bridge Number 99
Defense Highway 100:
Parallel Structure 101:
Direction of Traffic 102
Temporary Structure 103
Highway System 104:
Fed Lands Hiway 105:
Year Reconstructed 106

Deck Type 107:
Wearing Surface 108A

Membrane 108B:

Deck Protection 108C:
Truck ADT 109:
Trk Net 110:

NBIS Length 112:
Pier Protection 111:

Scour Critical 113:

Scour Watch 113M:

Year of Future ADT 115
Future ADT 114:

CDOT Str Type 120A:
CDOT Constr Type 120B

Maintenance Patrol 123

Expansion Dev/Type124
Brdg Rail Type/Mod 125A/B

Posting Trucks 129A/B/C
Str Rating Date 130:
Special Equip 133:
Vert Clr N/E 134A/B/C:

1
4
0

Inspection Indic 122A:
Inspection Trip 122AA
Scheduling Status 122B

Sufficiency Rating: 74.1 SD

Inspector Name 90C:

Frequency 91:
FC Frequency 92A:
UW Frequency 92B:
SI Frequency 92C:

Vert Clr S/W 135A/B/C

Vertical Clr Date:

Weight Limit Color: 139
Str Billing Type:
Userkey 1 - System:
Userkey 7-Update Indic

188.0 ft
0.0 ft

52.0 

105.3 ft
112.0 ft
21,065. sq. ft
99.99
H
16.1 ft

H

4
5
5
N

N
1 LF  Load Facto

1
31.0

002 "in"
5
4
4

5
N

8
31
1
188.0 ft
Unknown - Pont

5
A

4
0
52.8 ft
52.5 ft

6
2
0

VERNONK

24 months
-1
-1
-1

000000006G

1
99.99

0
1
2

1

43000

059
02
68

00

39d 43' 30"
105d 04' 52"
69 W
69
2

0.0 mi
3
1
1

12
1972
8
6
119,700

2005
6

140.0 ft
2
0.00 °
0

34 "in"
1 1 1 1

16.0817.50
17.25 16.08

0

ONSYS

N
S

12/11/2003

3
U

4/21/2005

8

5.
CSGC

O
R

2025
149,625

_
N

Y

1
2 %
0

2
6

0000
0
1

_
2
N
0

1

2006
$ 5,005,028
$ 333,669
$ 3,336,685

VERNONKInspector Name:

0 0 0

8.4 ft

Min Lat Undrclr L 56: 6.400918553

Mon 7/23/2007 14:34:17
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Colorado Department of Transportation
Structure Inspection and Inventory Report (English Units)

Highway Number (ON) 5D: 0006G 1

Mile Post (ON)11: 280.775 mi

Element Inspection Report

Elm/Env Description Units Total Qty % in 1 CS 1 % in 2 CS 2 % in 3 CS 3 % in 4 CS 4 % in 5 CS 5

R/Conc Open Girder110/4 (LF) 2,576 98 % 2,529 1 % 32 1 % 15 0 % 0 0 % 0

R/Conc Column205/4 (EA) 33 76 % 25 24 % 8 0 % 0 0 % 0 0 % 0

R/Conc Abutment215/4 (LF) 224 87 % 194 13 % 30 0 % 0 0 % 0 0 % 0

R/Conc Cap234/4 (LF) 319 96 % 306 4 % 13 0 % 0 0 % 0 0 % 0

Pourable Joint Seal301/4 (LF) 112 50 % 56 25 % 28 25 % 28 0 % 0 0 % 0

R/Conc Approach Slab321/4 (EA) 2100 % 2 0 % 0 0 % 0 0 % 0 0 % 0

Slope Prot/Berms325/4 (EA) 2 98 % 2 2 % 0 0 % 0 0 % 0 0 % 0

Bridge Wingwalls326/4 (EA) 4100 % 4 0 % 0 0 % 0 0 % 0 0 % 0

Other Bridge Railing333/4 (LF) 376100 % 376 0 % 0 0 % 0 0 % 0 0 % 0

Conc Curbs/SW338/1 (LF) 376 7 % 26 47 % 175 47 % 175 0 % 0 0 % 0

Soffit Smart Flag359/4 (EA) 1 0 % 0 0 % 0 0 % 0 100 % 1 0 % 0

P Conc Deck/AC Ovly14/4 (SF) 21,065 0 %21,065 0 % 0 0 % 0 0 % 0 0 % 0

Conc Bridge Railing331/4 (LF) 188 0 % 188 0 % 0 0 % 0 0 % 0 0 % 0

Pole Attachment343/4 (EA) 2 0 % 1 0 % 1 0 % 0 0 % 0 0 % 0

Description Element NotesElem/Env

R/Conc Open Girder110/4 Horizontal crack from water intrusion in rear 1/2 of girder 1N and 4N.
Efflorescence/contamination from deck into shear cracks in girders 1N,
2L,2M,2N,3M, 4L & 4M.
1 sq ft spall with rebar exposed on inside face of 2N & negligable nick at 1/3 pt.  2M
also scraped.
Efflorescence, spalling & rust stains on girder 3M @ midspan.
Efflorescence at end of many girders at abuts.
Diap in Bay 2N heavy efflor, rust and delam/spalling.

R/Conc Column205/4 Spalls, and delam cracks noted on previous report have been patched, have
shrinkage cracks.  Delamination cracks near bottom of 3C, 3D,3H,4C, and 4D tops
of 3A, 3I,and 4A.
2 sq ft delamination on 3A, north side.  Light scale on some columns.  Photo taken
12/03.

R/Conc Abutment215/4 Both abuts have hairline vertical & pattern cracks.  Few light vertical cracks in A-5
below girders 4A & 4B.  Same at  bays L & M with scale with efflorescence.  Both
heavily water stained at center sections.

R/Conc Cap234/4 Light vertical cracks with & without efflorescence over columns 2J, 4K and in bays L
& M at P-4.  Hairline flex cracks with efflorescence at P-3 below girders K, L, M & at
P-4 below M & near L.  Photo taken 12/03.

Pourable Joint Seal301/4 Between approach slabs and abuts.  Overlaid with saw cut in asphalt.  Filled with
rubberized sealer.  Some loss of adhesion along edges in travel lanes.  Some
leakage at abutment 5.  Asph brking up in wbnd lane at abut 5.

R/Conc Approach Slab321/4 Overlaid.  Evidence of settling eastbound side.

Slope Prot/Berms325/4 Concrete slope paving with dirt berms.  Horizontal cracks.  Berms settled 6 inches.

Bridge Wingwalls326/4 #1 and #5  has pattern cracks with  delamination along with water and efflorescence
stains.

Mon 7/23/2007 14:34:17
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Colorado Department of Transportation
Structure Inspection and Inventory Report (English Units)

Highway Number (ON) 5D: 0006G 1

Mile Post (ON)11: 280.775 mi

Description Element NotesElem/Env

Other Bridge Railing333/4 Jersey barrier with 3 foot high chain link fence placed in 2000.  Several post are
loose.  Typical light vertical cracks at both sides.

Conc Curbs/SW338/1 Interior curb cut back to accomodate jersey barrier.  Only exterior sides are exposed.
Numerous spalls with exposed rebar, scale,rust stains, and horizontal cracking right
side.

Soffit Smart Flag359/4 Map cracking & scale in areas with light to heavy efflorescene.  15% of total deck
area shows contamination.  Areas with stalactites and rust stains, bays L & M are
the worse, see Photos 11/89 & 11/01.  Light to moderate scale, efflorescence with
delamination in bays E & I along cold joints.  5 small spalls, 4 with exposed rebar
and delamination cracks in bay 1G.  Spalling with moderate cracking and patch form
in bay 2G, see 11/01 photo.  Spalls with exposed rebar at right overhang, span 3,
see 11/01 photo.  Some delamination and spalls at left overhang.

P Conc Deck/AC Ovly14/4 2 inch asphalt.  Left center lane seams are starting to open, potholes are forming.
Photos taken 12/03
Few patches and random crking - some sealed.

Conc Bridge Railing331/4 Jersey barrier at median placed in 2000.  Jersey barrier has typical light vertical
cracks both sides,  some with efflorescence.

Pole Attachment343/4 Light pole attachments at right side near abutment 1 and at left side near abutment
5.  Some horizontal cracks with rust,delamintaion, and spalling at bottom of base.

Description Recommended StatusTarget Year Est CostMMS Activity

Maintenance Activity Summary

Remove loose concrete Girder 3M midspan over NBND traffic and on diaphragm in Bay 2N over
SBND traffic.

354.02 Suprstr 12/8/2005 -1 2005 100

Remove loose concrete at deck overhangs and patch.
353.04 Br Dk Rpr 11/30/2001 -1 2005 0

Mon 7/23/2007 14:34:17
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Colorado Department of Transportation
Structure Inspection and Inventory Report (English Units)

Highway Number (ON) 5D: 0006G 1

Mile Post (ON)11: 280.775 mi

Bridge Notes

6/22/05:  Per new policy approved by Mark Leonard and FHWA, CSG Super Structures to be within one of deck.

Scope:

Time: 10:50 Temperature: 22  Degrees  Weather: Partly Cloudy

12/08/2005

VERNONK Inspection Team:

Inspection Notes

Inspector:

Inspection Date:

NBI: Element: Underwater: Fracture Critical: Other: Type: Regular NBI

Inspector

Inspector

Mon 7/23/2007 14:34:17
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US 6 and Wadsworth Boulevard Interchange 
Environmental Assessment 
Existing Drainage Condition Summary 
PREPARED FOR: CDOT Region 6 
PREPARED BY: Glen Selover, CH2M HILL  
COPIES: Tim Eversoll, CH2M HILL 

File 

PROJECT: US 6 and Wadsworth Boulevard Interchange Environmental Assessment 
DATE: July 11, 2007 

Existing Drainage Condition Summary 

Multiple structures are located within the 100-year floodplain in the vicinity of the Sixth 
Avenue and Wadsworth Boulevard intersection. Approximately five structures are in the 
floodplain along Dry Gulch within 1,000 feet of either side of the centerline of Wadsworth 
Boulevard. An estimated 10 structures are in the floodplain along Lakewood Gulch within 
1,000 feet of either side of the centerline of Wadsworth Boulevard, while approximately 
three structures are in the floodplain along South Lakewood Gulch within 1,000 feet of 
either side of the centerline of Wadsworth Boulevard. 

Conveyance issues exist in the portion of McIntyre Gulch between the frontage road and the 
storage facility located in the northwest quadrant of the 6th Avenue and Wadsworth 
Boulevard intersection. Several existing culverts and channels along Wadsworth Boulevard, 
within the project limits, have insufficient capacity to convey the 100-year flood. As a result, 
the 100-year flood overtops Wadsworth Boulevard at South Lakewood Gulch (existing 48-
inch pipe at Second Street), Lakewood Gulch (existing bridge near Highland), and Dry 
Gulch (existing 91-inch by 58-inch elliptical pipe between 10th Avenue and 12th Avenue). 
Additionally, an existing 8-foot by 8-foot concrete box culvert located at South Lakewood 
Gulch and Sixth Avenue, east of Wadsworth Boulevard, is undersized and creates 
significant ponding on the south side of Sixth Avenue. The overtopping and conveyance 
information was obtained from Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) 
floodplain maps, City of Lakewood drainage master planning maps, and correspondence 
with the City of Lakewood. See Figure 1 A, “Major Drainage Structures,” for details of 
existing drainage structures within the project vicinity. 
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FIGURE 1: MAJOR DRAINAGE STRUCTURES 
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US 6 and Wadsworth Boulevard Interchange 
Environmental Assessment 
Existing Conditions Traffic Analysis 
PREPARED FOR: Tim Eversoll, P.E./CH2M HILL 

PREPARED BY: Zeke Lynch/CH2M HILL 

COPIES: Aaron Swafford/CH2M HILL  
Mandy Whorton/CH2M HILL  

DATE: July 3, 2007 
PROJECT NUMBER: 358660 

This technical memorandum (TM) describes the existing traffic conditions at the US 6 and 
Wadsworth Boulevard interchange as well as at intersections along Wadsworth Boulevard 
between Third Avenue and 13th Avenue.  

Introduction 
The US 6 and Wadsworth Boulevard (SH 121) interchange is currently the subject of an 
Environmental Assessment (EA). The first step in the EA is to perform an existing 
conditions analysis, which includes a review of the current traffic conditions. The Colorado 
Department of Transportation (CDOT) study area is contained entirely within the City of 
Lakewood. The area lies generally between Third Avenue and 13th Avenue along 
Wadsworth Boulevard, and also encompasses the US 6 interchange and Carr Street/ 
Garrison Street slip ramps to the west.  

US 6 is a primary east-west, six-lane freeway serving communities west of Denver. The US 6 
and Wadsworth Boulevard interchange is a full cloverleaf configuration with slow ramp 
speeds and tight curves on both the directional and the loop ramps. Intersections are spaced 
closely to the interchange both north and south of US 6. The Carr Street/ Garrison Street slip 
ramps to the west are in close proximity to the Wadsworth Boulevard interchange. 

The Wadsworth Boulevard Corridor is a typical major urban arterial with signalized stop 
control and driveway accesses. South of US 6, Wadsworth Boulevard has six through lanes, 
while north of US 6, four through lanes are present. Exclusive left- and right-turn lanes are 
provided at high-volume movements, although a number of right turns occur from shared 
through lanes. South of US 6, a raised median aids in controlling access to Wadsworth 
Boulevard. Some accesses have been consolidated, while others have been modified to right 
in/right out. North of US 6, access is uncontrolled, with numerous intersection crossings 
and driveways. The median is striped to provide two side-by-side, continuous left-turn 
lanes serving major intersections and driveway accesses. Bus blockages occur at a number of 
stops serving local and limited Regional Transportation District (RTD) bus lines. 
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Existing Traffic Issues 
The following list highlights the critical issues and problem areas identified from the 
evaluation of existing traffic conditions for the US 6 and Wadsworth Boulevard EA. 

US 6 Mainline and Interchanges 
• The US 6 and Wadsworth Boulevard interchange is a full cloverleaf configuration, with 

slow speeds and tight curves on both the directional and the loop ramps. 

• Three of the four weave segments on US 6 and Wadsworth Boulevard operate at 
unacceptable levels of service (LOSs) in the peak hours.  

• The eastbound merge and westbound diverge segments on US 6 at Wadsworth 
Boulevard also operate at unacceptable LOSs and contribute to mainline congestion near 
the interchange.  

• Vehicles do not have adequate distance to accelerate/decelerate when entering/exiting 
US 6 at Wadsworth Boulevard. 

• The westbound US 6 on-ramp from the Wadsworth Boulevard weave with the US 6 slip 
ramp to Carr Street/Garrison Street operates at an unacceptable LOS.  

• The proximity of the Carr Street/Garrison Street slip ramps to the Wadsworth 
Boulevard interchange does not allow adequate acceleration and deceleration at either 
location. 

Wadsworth Boulevard Corridor 
• The Wadsworth Boulevard Corridor is a typical urban arterial with signalized stop 

control and numerous driveway accesses. 

• The Fifth Avenue and Broadview Drive intersections are closely spaced to the US 6 
interchange; therefore, vehicles attempting to cross multiple lanes of traffic create 
turbulence in the traffic stream in both directions on Wadsworth Boulevard. 

• North of US 6, the median is striped to provide two side-by-side, continuous left-turn 
lanes serving major intersections and driveway accesses. The uncertainty of when and 
where drivers will enter the median lane(s) contributes to mainline congestion and adds 
to the difficultly of entering or crossing Wadsworth Boulevard from the side streets. In 
addition, sight distance between opposing vehicles in the turn lanes is a problem due to 
the vehicles blocking the view of traffic in the through lanes. 

• As a major regional arterial, signal priority is given to northbound and southbound 
vehicles. The cross-street approaches at most signalized and unsignalized intersections 
operate at unacceptable LOSs.  

• Due to the heavy through-traffic on Wadsworth Boulevard, vehicles from both side 
streets and driveways are forced to pull into unsafe traffic-flow gaps. 

• The four through-lane cross-section north of US 6 does not accommodate current traffic 
demands with an LOS of E. 
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Data Collection 
Current traffic counts for the corridor and surrounding roadway network were collected the 
first week in May 2007 to ensure school traffic was included. Available traffic data were 
compiled from various state and municipal sources including CDOT automated traffic 
recorder locations, which provided a historical reference for comparison to the data 
collected. A traffic count program was undertaken to facilitate LOS evaluation on 
Wadsworth Boulevard, at major arterial intersections, and at the Sixth Avenue interchange 
ramp intersections. Daily vehicle classification counts were collected at three locations along 
Wadsworth Boulevard. Turning-movement counts were collected at the 12 study area 
intersections on two consecutive weekdays for both AM and PM peak-hour. Daily tube and 
radar counts were completed at the Sixth Avenue ramps to evaluate the weave and ramp 
operations. Daily traffic counts were also collected at the Carr Street/Garrison Street slip 
ramps because of their proximity to the Wadsworth Boulevard interchange.  

To assist in the evaluation of potential neighborhood traffic impacts, 12 48-hour speed/ 
volume counts were conducted on neighborhood streets. Carr Street north of Seventh 
Avenue is the only location that appears to have vehicles traveling consistently above the 
posted speed limit. The collected data will be used to further evaluate the potential impacts 
of traffic cutting through neighborhoods as interchange alternatives are developed. A 
summary of the vehicle classification and speed counts is shown in Figure 1. 

Existing Operations 
An evaluation of existing traffic operations was completed using the most current industry-
accepted standards. Mainline, weave, merge/diverge, and urban street operations were 
evaluated with Highway Capacity Software. Synchro software was used to determine 
intersection LOS, which is a qualitative description of traffic-flow characteristics. The 
highest level (LOS A) describes free-flow conditions in which vehicles experience minimal 
delay. The lowest level (LOS F) describes stop-and-go conditions in which long delays are 
experienced by most vehicles in the traffic stream. LOSs A, B, and C were considered 
“good”; LOS D “fair”; and LOSs E and F “poor.” For purposes of this study, the poor 
LOSs E and F were considered unacceptable (please refer to Attachment 1 of this TM for 
Highway Capacity Manual [HCM] LOS descriptions).  
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FIGURE 1 

2007 Speed and Classification Traffic Counts 
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Mainline  
Highway capacity software was used to determine the US 6 mainline LOS. A base free-flow 
speed of 70 mph was assumed. In accordance with HCM procedures, the base free-flow 
speed was adjusted downward to reflect the geometric and operational characteristics of 
mainline US 6. A summary of the mainline LOS by direction at six locations is shown in 
Table 1. 

TABLE 1 
LOS for Basic Freeway Segments on US 6 (AM/PM) 

Location Westbound LOS Eastbound LOS 

East of Wadsworth Boulevard C/D E/D 

West of Wadsworth Boulevard C/C D/C 

West of Carr Street C/C D/C 

 

Weaves 
Highway capacity software was used to determine the US 6 and Wadsworth Boulevard 
weave LOS. A base mainline free-flow speed of 70 mph was assumed for US 6, while 
40 mph was assumed for Wadsworth Boulevard. In accordance with HCM procedures, base 
free-flow speeds were adjusted to reflect local geometric and operational considerations. A 
summary of the weave LOS by direction at the four weave locations is shown in Table 2. 

TABLE 2 
LOS for Weave Areas at the US 6 Interchange (AM/PM) 

Location Weave Type1 LOS 

Westbound US 6 A D/E 

Eastbound US 6 A E/D 

Northbound Wadsworth Boulevard A C/C 

Southbound Wadsworth Boulevard B C/E 
1 Type A weaves require both merging and diverging vehicles to make one lane change; type B weaves only 
require either merging or diverging vehicles to make a lane change. 
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Merges and Diverges 
Highway capacity software was used to determine the merge and diverge LOS at US 6 
ramps. A base mainline free-flow speed of 70 mph was assumed for US 6. Due to the tight 
ramp curvature, 30 mph was assumed for ramps. In accordance with HCM procedures, base 
free-flow speeds were adjusted to reflect local geometric and operational considerations. A 
summary of the merge and diverge LOS is shown in Table 3. 

TABLE 3 
LOS for Merge and Diverge Areas at US 6 Interchanges (AM/PM) 

Location Type LOS 

Westbound US 6 to Northbound Wadsworth Boulevard Diverge C/E 

Southbound Wadsworth Boulevard to Westbound US 6 Merge C/C  

Westbound US 6 to Carr Street/ Garrison Street Slip Ramp Diverge E/E 

Carr Street/Garrison Street Slip Ramp to Eastbound US 6 Merge D/D 

Eastbound US 6 to Southbound Wadsworth Diverge D/D 

Northbound Wadsworth Boulevard to Eastbound US 6 Merge E/D 

 

Urban Street 
Highway capacity software was used to determine the urban street LOS along Wadsworth 
Boulevard. A planning-level analysis was performed both north and south of US 6 assuming 
a base free flow speed of 40 mph. In accordance with HCM procedures, the base free-flow 
speed was adjusted to reflect the geometric and operational characteristics of mainline 
Wadsworth Boulevard. South of US 6, Wadsworth Boulevard has six through lanes, while 
four through lanes are present north of US 6. A summary of the urban street LOS is shown 
in Table 4. 

TABLE 4 
LOS for Wadsworth Boulevard (AM/PM) 

Location Northbound LOS Southbound LOS 

South of Fifth Avenue D/D D/D 

South of 10th Avenue E/E E/E  

 

Intersections 
Synchro software was used to determine the LOS at the 12 study area intersections. For two-
way stop-control locations, the worst cross-street approach LOS is reported. Intersection 
geometries were verified from current aerial photography and field observations. Existing 
timings were provided by the City of Lakewood. A summary of the intersection LOS is 
shown in Table 5. 
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TABLE 5 
LOS for Intersection Along Wadsworth Boulevard (AM/PM) 

Location Control LOS1 

Second Avenue Signalized A/B 

Fourth Avenue TWSC B/B 

Fifth Avenue Signalized B/B 

Broadview Drive/Frontage Road TWSC A/A 

Highland Drive TWSC F/F 

Eighth Place TWSC F/F 

Ninth Avenue TWSC F/F 

10th Avenue Signalized B/D 

12th Avenue TWSC F/F 

13th Avenue (south) TWSC D/E 

13th Avenue (north) TWSC E/F 

14th Avenue Signalized B/C 
1 Worst cross-street approach LOS reported at two-way stop-control intersections (TWSC).  

A complete summary of the peak-hour traffic-turning movements and LOS is shown in 
Figure 2. 

Access Control/Median Treatment 
According to the Colorado State Highway access code, Wadsworth Boulevard is classified 
as a Non-Rural Principle Highway (NR-A). NR-A facilities provide for intra- and inter-
regional and city travel with movement of through traffic given priority over direct access. 
The desired spacing of full-movement intersections is 0.5 miles. 

Access control and median treatment was qualitatively evaluated based on review of aerial 
photography and field observations, and was considered “good” if most of the driveways 
had been consolidated and a raised median was in place. A “poor” rating was given if there 
was no median to restrict access and multiple driveways had direct access to Wadsworth 
Boulevard. Locations that had no raised median, but where a number of driveway accesses 
had been consolidated, were rated as “fair.”  
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FIGURE 2 

2007 Existing Traffic Conditions 
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South of US 6, a raised median aids in controlling access to Wadsworth Boulevard. Some 
accesses have been consolidated and others have been modified to right in/right out. North 
of US 6, the median is striped to provide two side-by-side, continuous left-turn lanes serving 
major intersections and driveway accesses. A sight distance problem results when there are 
opposing left-turning vehicles at or near the same location. The uncertainty of when and 
where drivers will enter the median lane(s) contributes to mainline congestion and adds to 
the difficultly of entering or crossing Wadsworth Boulevard from the side streets. The 
numerous driveway accesses also contribute to mainline turbulence. Due to the heavy 
through traffic on Wadsworth Boulevard, vehicles from both side streets and driveways are 
forced to pull into gaps that are inadequate. 
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ATTACHMENT 1 

Highway Capacity Manual LOS Definitions 
LOS Criteria for Basic Freeway Segment 

LOS 
Density (passenger 

car/mi/ln) Traffic Flow Characteristics 

A < 11 Free-flow operation, vehicles are almost completely 
unimpeded in their ability to maneuver within the traffic 
stream. 

B > 11 - < 18 Reasonably free flow; maneuvering within the traffic 
stream is only slightly restricted. 

C > 18 - < 26 Freedom to maneuver within the traffic stream is 
noticeably restricted. 

D > 26 - < 35 Freedom to maneuver within the traffic stream is more 
noticeably limited, and the driver experiences reduced 
physical and psychological comfort levels. 

E > 35 - < 45 Vehicles are closely spaced, leaving little room to 
maneuver within the traffic stream at speeds that still 
exceed 49 mph. 

F > 45 Breakdowns in vehicular flow. 

Source: Highway Capacity Manual (HCM), 2000. 

 

LOS Criteria for Weaving Area 

LOS Density (pc/mi/ln) Traffic Flow Characteristics 

A < 10 Unrestricted operation, smooth weaving movements. 

B > 10 - < 20 Weaving maneuvers become noticeable to through 
drivers.  

C > 20 - < 28 Both ramp and freeway vehicles begin to adjust their 
speeds to accomplish smooth transitions. 

D > 28 - < 35 Virtually all vehicles slow to accommodate weaving 
movements. 

E > 35 - < 43 Flow levels approach capacity, and small changes in 
demand or disruptions within the traffic stream can 
cause both ramp and freeway queues to form. 

F > 43 Demand exceeds capacity. 

Source: Highway Capacity Manual (HCM), 2000. 
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LOS Criteria for Merging and Diverging Area 

LOS Density (pc/mi/ln) Traffic Flow Characteristics 

A < 10 Unrestricted operation, smooth merging and diverging. 

B > 10 - < 20 Merging and diverging maneuvers become noticeable 
to through drivers.  

C > 20 - < 28 Both ramp and freeway vehicles begin to adjust their 
speeds to accomplish smooth transitions. 

D > 28 - < 35 Virtually all vehicles slow to accommodate merging and 
diverging. 

E > 35 Flow levels approach capacity, and small changes in 
demand or disruptions within the traffic stream can 
cause both ramp and freeway queues to form. 

F Demand exceeds capacity  

Source: Highway Capacity Manual (HCM), 2000. 

 

HCM Urban Street LOS Classification 

LOS Description 

A The roadway primarily operates at free-flow operations at average travel speeds, usually 
about 90 percent of the free-flow speed for the given street class. Vehicles are completely 
unimpeded in their ability to maneuver within the traffic stream. Control delay at signalized 
intersections is minimal. 

B The roadway reasonably operates at unimpeded operations at average travel speeds, 
usually about 70 percent of the free-flow speed for the given street class. The ability to 
maneuver within the traffic stream is only slightly restricted and control delay at signalized 
intersections is not significant. 

C The roadway operates at stable operations, however, the ability to maneuver and change 
lanes in midblock locations may be more restricted than at LOS B. Longer queues, adverse 
signal coordination, or both may contribute to lower average travel speeds of about 50 
percent of the free-flow speed for the given street class.  

D The roadway borders on a range in which small increases in flow may cause substantial 
increases in delay and decreases in travel speeds. LOS D may be due to adverse signal 
progression, inappropriate signal timing, high volumes, or a combination of these factors. 
Average travel speeds are about 40 percent of roadway’s free-flow speed. 

E The roadway is characterized by significant delays and average travel speeds 33 percent 
or less of the roadway’s free-flow speed. Such operations are caused by a combination of 
adverse progression, high signal density, high volumes, extensive delays at critical 
intersections, and inappropriate signal timing. 

F The roadway is characterized by urban street flow at extremely low speeds, typically 25-
33 percent of the roadway’s free-flow speed. Intersection congestion is likely at critical 
signalized locations, with high delays, high volumes, and extensive queuing. 

Source: Highway Capacity Manual (HCM), 2000. 
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Intersection LOS Criteria  

LOS 
Average Delay 

(seconds per vehicle) Traffic Flow Characteristics 

Signalized Intersections   

A < 10 Most vehicles arrive during the green phase and do not 
stop at all. 

B > 10 - < 20 More vehicles stop, causing higher delay. 

C > 20 - < 35 The number of vehicles stopping is significant, but 
many still pass through the intersection without 
stopping. 

D > 35 - < 55 Many vehicles stop, and the influence of congestion 
becomes more noticeable. 

E > 55 - < 80 Very few vehicles pass through without stopping. 

F > 80 Considered unacceptable to most drivers. Intersection 
is not necessarily over capacity, even though arrivals 
exceed capacity of lane groups. 

Unsignalized Intersections   

A < 10 Little or no traffic delays. 

B > 10 - < 15 Short traffic delays. 

C > 15 - < 25 Average traffic delays. 

D > 25 - < 35 Long traffic delays. 

E > 35 - < 50 Very long traffic delays. 

F > 50 Queuing on minor approaches and not enough gaps of 
suitable size to allow safe crossing of major streets. 
Signalization should be investigated at this point, but 
warrants must be satisfied before implementation. 

Source: Highway Capacity Manual (HCM), 2000. 
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1385 South Colorado Boulevard, Suite 622 – Denver, CO 80222 – 303-688-0676 

To:  Zeke Lynch, CH2M HILL 
From:  Karl Buchholz, Navjoy Consulting Services, Inc. 
Subject: US 6 – Wadsworth (SH 121) Environmental Assessment 
  Analysis of Neighborhood Traffic Conditions 
Date:  July 23, 2007 
 

The purpose of this memorandum is to document the existing condition of neighborhood 
traffic along the streets surrounding the US 6/Wadsworth Boulevard interchange area.  The 
neighborhood street system may potentially be impacted by the project due to indirect 
connections between the US 6 freeway and the neighborhood street system via the US 6 
frontage road system.   

Data Collection 
Average daily traffic (ADT) and speed data were collected at 13 locations on neighborhood 
streets on the US 6 Frontage Roads.  These counts were selected based on prior 
knowledge of the street system and an understanding of which streets are susceptible to 
changes in traffic flow as a result of the project.  Figure 1 shows the location of the traffic 
counts as well as the measured volume and 85th percentile speeds.  The data were 
collected over a two day period during the second week of May, 2007 (while school was still 
in session).  Table 1 below provides a summary of the collected data.  Figure 2 shows the 
neighborhood traffic control devices. 

Table 1: Summary of Traffic Volume and Speed Data 
 

Location
Street 
Classification

ADT 
(vpd)

Speed Limit 
(mph)

85th%ile Speed 
(mph)

10th Ave., e/o Upham Minor Collector 4,000 30 32
10th Ave., e/o Allison Minor Collector 4,410 30 36
NE 6th FR, e/o Broadview Minor Collector 540 35 43
NE 6th FR, w/o Broadview* Minor Collector 310 35 45
SE 6th FR, e/o Vance Minor Collector 1,865 35 40
SW 6th FR, e/o Allison* Minor Collector 465 35 45
NW 6th FR, e/o Allison* Minor Collector 1,100 35 43
Carr St., n/o 4th Minor Collector 895 30 30
Carr St., n/o 7th Minor Collector 1,850 30 38
12th Ave, e/o Allison Local 550 25 29
Highland Dr., e/o Park Local 945 30 34
Broadview, e/o Park Local 155 30 30
4th Ave, e/o Allison Local 975 30 29

* One-way Street  
 

Summary of Findings 
The following is a summary of findings based on analysis of the above traffic data and a field 
review of the existing conditions: 
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1. Traffic data collected on the local streets of 4th Avenue, 12th Avenue, Broadview 
Drive and Highland Drive indicate that these streets are carrying daily traffic volumes 
well below the City of Lakewood’s design threshold of 2,500 vpd for local streets.  
Also, with the exception of Highland Drive, the 85th percentile speed on these streets 
was at or below the existing speed limit. 

2. The data indicates a slight speeding problem along Highland Drive (34 mph 85th 
percentile speed vs. 30 mph speed limit), but the speeds are not high enough to be 
considered a traffic hazard to the neighborhood.  It is also important to note that 
traffic patterns in this neighborhood could change if the existing frontage road 
connection to the eastbound US 6 off-ramp is removed.  This frontage road does not 
carry a high volume of traffic (310 vpd); however, there is a history of neighborhood 
concern about traffic flow and local residents will likely voice concern about any 
additional traffic that is routed on their streets from the frontage road. 

3. The 85th percentile speeds along the US 6 Frontage Roads are typically 5-10 mph 
higher than the posted speed limit of 35 mph.  The higher speeds are primarily a 
result of long tangent sections and minimal side street friction.  Also, speeds on the 
west quadrant frontage roads are likely influenced by the higher speeds on the 
adjacent freeway because there is no visual separation between the two facilities. 

4. Several of the two-way streets (4th Avenue, Carr Street, Broadview Drive and 
Highland Drive) have a large directional difference in ADT volume.  This imbalance 
is primarily due to these streets serving traffic in the opposite direction of nearby one-
way frontage roads. 

5. The traffic data indicates that 10th Avenue, w/o Wadsworth and Carr Street, n/o 6th 
Avenue both have 85th percentile speeds well above the 30-mph posted speed limit 
(36 mph and 38 mph, respectively).  Although these streets are both classified as 
minor collectors, they still pass through residential neighborhoods.  Additionally, 10th 
Avenue is adjacent to the Jefferson County Open School.  Traffic speeds on 10th 
Avenue are partially mitigated by the 20 mph school speed zone that is activated 
during school start and end times.  Examination of speed data during school start and 
end times shows that the 85th percentile speeds are reduced from 36 mph to 30 mph. 

6. Traffic speeds and volumes were not measured on most residential streets; however, a 
field review of these streets suggests that most streets do not have a speeding or 
traffic volume problem due to narrow pavement sections, curve-linear geometry and 
street discontinuity, each of which helps mitigate speeding. 
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Figure 1: Traffic Volume and Speed Data 
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Figure 2: Neighborhood Traffic/Speed Control Devices 
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T E C H N I C A L  M E M O R A N D U M   
 

US 6 and Wadsworth Boulevard Interchange 
Environmental Assessment 
Safety Assessment 
PREPARED FOR: Tim Eversoll, P.E./CH2M HILL 

Mandy Whorton/CH2M HILL 
Zeke Lynch/CH2M HILL 

PREPARED BY: Jacqueline Dowds Bennett/CH2M HILL  

DATE: July 3, 2007 

Introduction  
The Sixth Avenue and Wadsworth Boulevard (SH 121) interchange is currently the subject 
of an Environmental Assessment (EA). The first step in the EA is to perform an existing 
conditions analysis that includes a review of the accident, or safety, history within the 
project area. Results of this review will provide input into the purpose and need 
determination for the EA. The Sixth Avenue study area limits extend to Carr Street on the 
west and mid-way to the Sheridan Boulevard interchange east of Wadsworth Boulevard. On 
Wadsworth Boulevard, the study area limits extend from just north of Second Avenue on 
the south to 13th Avenue on the north. This technical memorandum (TM) is intended to 
document the review of existing safety conditions within the study area and provide an 
assessment of those conditions. 

Several safety assessments have recently been performed within the study area limits. Each 
of these assessments was reviewed to determine the identified accident issues and 
recommended mitigation measures. Furthermore, additional accident data were obtained 
from the Colorado Department of Transportation (CDOT) and reviewed for individual 
segments of Wadsworth Boulevard within the study limits. These two efforts form the basis 
of this existing conditions safety analysis.  

The review included the following reports produced by the CDOT Safety Engineering and 
Analysis Group:  

• Safety Assessment Report SH 121 Resurfacing Project MP 10.10 – MP 12.53, April, 2001 
• Abbreviated Safety Assessment Report SH 6 MP 275.65 – MP 282.33, April 2002 
• Safety Assessment Report SH 6 Resurfacing Project MP 280.84 – MP 283.86, April 30, 2003 
• Safety Assessment Report SH 121 Resurfacing Project MP 12.54 – MP 18.00, July 2003 

The review also included the following reports produced by the City of Lakewood 
(Lakewood) Traffic Engineering Division: 

• 2003 Traffic Safety Report 
• 2005 Traffic Safety Report 
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Existing Safety Issues 
From the statewide perspective, looking at the entire project length, neither the accident 
frequency nor the severity is excessive for either US 6 or Wadworth Boulevard as compared 
to similar facilities across the state. However, analyzing the accident data over short 
segments of Wadsworth Boulevard suggests that there is a need to reduce the frequency of 
accidents in this study area. The Sixth Avenue and Wadsworth Boulevard interchange has 
the highest number of accidents of all the intersections in the CDOT report covering 
Wadsworth Boulevard from Florida Avenue to Broadview Drive. Similarly, the 10th 
Avenue intersection is highlighted as a problem intersection in the report covering 
Wadsworth Boulevard from Broadview Drive to 58th Avenue. Therefore, this particular 
study area from north of Second Avenue to 13th Avenue on Wadsworth Boulevard has 
several intersections identified as having a high accident frequency. 

From the City’s perspective, the frequency and severity of accidents in the interchange area 
is excessive because the interchange was the most critical location in Lakewood for accident 
frequency and the second most critical location for severity in 2001 and 2003. The 
interchange was also included on the City of Lakewood’s critical intersection lists in 2004 
and 2005. In addition, the 13th Avenue intersection with Wadsworth Boulevard was 
included on the City of Lakewood’s critical intersection lists in 2001 and 2003. 

The report summaries and data analysis both suggest that congestion along Sixth Avenue 
and Wadsworth Boulevard is contributing to rear-end accidents, which is the most common 
accident type in the study area. This type of accident is generally occurring at relatively low 
speeds due to the congestion and, therefore, is not resulting in a significant number of either 
injury of fatal accidents.  

Wadsworth Boulevard in the interchange area experiences sideswipe same-direction 
accidents, which typically occur during lane-changing maneuvers. The cloverleaf 
interchange configuration necessitates lane changing and weaving between merging and 
diverging vehicles. The need to change lanes is further exacerbated by the location of 
intersections immediately adjacent to the interchange area on the north and the south. 
Vehicles must change lanes to enter left-turn lanes at these intersections. An exiting vehicle 
is required to weave across three lanes from the exit ramps to these left-turn lanes over a 
short distance.  

The second highest accident type on Sixth Avenue was hit fixed object. This type of accident 
occurs when a driver veers out of the travel lanes and strikes a barrier or guardrail. 
Although nothing can prevent errant driving, the presence of these devices reduces the 
severity of run-off-road accidents.  

The cloverleaf interchange configuration results in ramps with significant curvature that 
require a much lower speed to negotiate than the prevailing speeds on either Sixth Avenue 
or Wadsworth Boulevard. The overturning and hit-fixed-object accidents on the ramps can 
be attributed to failure to properly negotiate the curves. Exiting drivers may not adjust their 
speed quickly enough to slow down to the appropriate curve speeds. Additionally, the 
lower speeds on the entrance ramps require quick acceleration over a short distance to 
merge at the prevailing speeds.  
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Evaluation Criteria 
This section explains the evaluation process and presents the ratings for the existing safety 
conditions.  

Sixth Avenue Mainline 
Evaluation Criteria 
Safety Performance Functions (SPFs) for urban six-lane freeways are provided in both Sixth 
Avenue reports. These SPFs estimate the expected accident frequency for a particular 
average daily traffic (ADT) volume on an accident-per-mile/per-year basis for various 
facility types. It does not account for accidents that occur on the ramps. The SPF functions 
are regularly revised as the accident statistics are updated. For this existing conditions 
analysis, a particular segment’s accident experience is evaluated based on the plotted 
position of its accident experience and ADT in relation to this statewide mean. If the 
accidents-per-mile/per-year plot is within 25 percent on either side of the expected mean for 
that particular ADT, the segment receives a “fair” rating. An accident experience that plots 
below this threshold receives a “good” rating, while one that plots above this threshold 
results in a “poor” rating.  

Evaluation Rating  
The Abbreviated Safety Assessment Report SH 6 MP 275.65 – MP 282.33 (April 2002) is based on 
accidents that occurred during the period 1996 through 2000. The mean on this SPF graph is 
53 accidents per mile/per year at an ADT of 120,000 vehicles. The accident experience for 
the segment between Garrison Street and Sheridan Boulevard plots at 42 accidents per 
mile/ per year for an ADT of 120,000. This is within the 25 percent threshold and, therefore, 
this segment receives a “fair” rating for this time period.  

The Safety Assessment Report SH 6 Resurfacing Project MP 280.84 – MP 283.86 (April 30, 2003) 
is based on accidents that occurred during the period 1997 through 2001. The mean on this 
SPF graph is 54 accidents per mile/per year at an ADT of 120,000 vehicles. The accident 
experience for the segment between Wadsworth Boulevard and Sheridan Boulevard plots at 
39 accidents per mile/per year for an ADT of 120,000. This is below the 25 percent threshold 
and, therefore, this segment receives a “good” rating for this time period.  

The portion of Sixth Avenue within the study area receives a “fair” rating for safety in 
accordance with the April 2002 report. However, the 42 accidents per mile/per year is very 
close to the threshold for receiving a “good” rating. This analysis uses the older report 
because it covers the entire Sixth Avenue study area whereas the April 2003 report does not 
include the portion of Sixth Avenue west of Wadsworth Boulevard.  

Wadsworth Boulevard 
Evaluation Criteria 
Wadsworth Boulevard is categorized as a Federal Aid Primary Urban Highway. For 
comparison to statewide average accident rates, it is categorized as a Federal Aid Urban 
Highway. This category includes state highways that have at-grade intersections and access 
driveways. Average statewide accident rates rather than SPFs provide the evaluation 
measure for this facility type. The 2003 average statewide accident rates for this type of 
facility are as follows: 
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• Total: 3.60 accidents per million vehicle miles traveled 
• Property Damage Only: 2.63 accidents per million vehicle miles traveled 
• Injury: 0.95 accidents per million vehicle miles traveled 
• Fatal: 1.19 accidents per one hundred million vehicle miles traveled 

If a segment’s accident rate falls within 25 percent of the statewide average rate, it receives a 
“fair” rating. An accident rate below this threshold receives a “good” rating, while one 
above this threshold results in a “poor” rating.  

Evaluation Rating 
The two Wadsworth Boulevard reports present one accident rate for the entire length of 
their study areas. These study areas encompass more of Wadsworth Boulevard than 
necessary for this existing conditions analysis. Therefore, this analysis divided the study 
area into segments and calculated accident rates for each. The following table shows the 
accident rates and corresponding evaluation rating by segment. The total, property-damage-
only, and injury rates are in terms of accidents per one million vehicle miles traveled, while 
the fatal rates are in terms of accidents per one hundred million vehicle miles traveled.  

TABLE 1 
Wadsworth Boulevard 2001 – 2004 Accident Rates by Segment 

 Total Property Damage Only Injury Fatal 

Segment Rate/Rating Rate/Rating Rate/Rating Rate/Rating 

Second Avenue to Fifth Avenue 5.70/Poor 4.74/Poor 0.97/Good 0.00/Good 

Fifth Avenue to Broadview Drive 10.91/Poor 9.42/Poor 1.49/Good 0.00/Good 

Broadview Drive to 10th Avenue 4.81/Poor 3.65/Poor 1.11/Good 5.28/Poor 

10th Avenue to 13th Avenue 6.40/Poor 5.33/Poor 1.08/Good 0.00/Good 

Overall 6.51/Poor 5.34/Poor 1.15/Good 2.13/Poor 

Source: CH2M HILL, 2007. 

The individual segments as well as the study area overall have a “poor” rating for the total 
and property-damage-only rates. The injury ratings are all “good,” indicating that the rates 
for each segment are more than 25 percent lower than the average for similar facilities 
statewide. The Broadview Drive to 10th Avenue segment receives a “poor” fatal rating, 
which also contributes to the overall “poor” total rating.  

The individual segments between Second Avenue and Broadview Drive have accident rates 
that are greater than for the total length of Wadsworth Boulevard between Florida Avenue 
and Broadview Drive, as reported in the CDOT Safety Assessment Report SH 121 Resurfacing 
Project MP 10.10 – MP 12.53 (April 2001). According to this report, the interchange area has 
the most accidents of all the intersections in the segment between the interchange area and 
Florida Avenue. The vehicle miles traveled are in the denominator of the rate calculation. 
Therefore, the lower overall rate for the portion of Wadsworth Boulevard between 
Broadview Drive and Florida Avenue reflects the interchange accidents being spread over a 
greater distance and number of vehicle miles traveled. Therefore, the shorter segment 
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lengths have the effect of reducing the vehicle miles traveled, yielding a higher accident 
rate.  

The “poor” ratings in the northern two segments for the total and property-damage-only 
rates reflect the conclusions shown in the Safety Assessment Report SH 121 Resurfacing Project 
MP 12.54 – MP 18.00 (July 2003). The rate for the injury accidents within our study area is 
lower, indicating that segments further north in this study area had more injury accidents. 
The higher-than-average fatal rate for the segment between Broadview Drive and 10th 
Avenue also reflects the conclusions for the entire study area in the report.  

Report Summaries 
All of the reports include portions of the facilities that are outside of this study area. The 
summaries include a brief discussion of the entire report followed by a detailed discussion 
of the portions dealing with the study area itself. 

Safety Assessment Report SH 121 Resurfacing Project MP 10.10 – MP 12.53, April 2001  
This safety assessment reviewed Wadsworth Boulevard between Florida Avenue and the 
northern edge of the Sixth Avenue interchange. During the study period 1995-1999, the total 
average accident rate for this portion was below the statewide average for other Federal Aid 
Urban Highway facilities. Similarly, the property-damage-only rate is below the state 
average. The injury rate is slightly above the statewide average, while the fatal rate is equal 
to the statewide average. Most of the accidents are intersection- and access-related incidents.  

During the years 1995 through 1999, 120 accidents occurred in the Sixth Avenue interchange 
area. Of this total, 30 involved injuries and the remainder were property damage only. 
Southbound Wadsworth Boulevard had the most accidents followed by northbound 
Wadsworth Boulevard. The following lists the accident types for the interchange area: 

• Rear End: 52 percent 
• Fixed Object: 21 percent  
• Sideswipe Same Direction: 14 percent  
• Overturning: 9 percent 
• Other: 4 percent 

Rear-end collisions are the predominant accident type and are typically related to 
congestion. Only four of these occurred on the ramps while the remainder occurred on 
Wadsworth Boulevard. Similarly, only one of the sideswipe accidents occurred on a ramp. 
The predominant accident type on the ramps was hitting a fixed object, such as a guardrail, 
light/utility pole, curb, sign, median barrier, and embankment. The overturning-type 
accidents occurred equally on Wadsworth Boulevard and on the ramps.  

Because the safety assessment was for a resurfacing project, the report recommended a 
mitigating measure within the scope of a resurfacing project. The recommendation was to 
examine the potential to improve the arterial progression between the signals on 
Wadsworth Boulevard in order to relieve congestion and reduce rear-end accidents. 
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Abbreviated Safety Assessment Report SH 6: MP 275.65 – MP 282.33, April 2002 
This safety assessment reviewed US 6 between Colfax Avenue and Sheridan Boulevard. 
During the study period 1998 through 2000, the accident frequency for all of the segments 
was within the expected range and below the expected mean for Urban Six-Lane Freeways.  

Further investigation for accident concentrations and patterns showed that there are 
statistically significant high frequencies of run-off-road-right accidents in the eastbound 
direction between Garrison Street and Wadsworth Boulevard (MP 280.05 – 280.65). The 
higher injury rates associated with these accidents are likely related to the presence of curbs, 
which cause overturning. This pattern and the close proximity of residences suggest the 
consideration of installing guardrails or concrete barriers as countermeasures to reduce 
these types of accidents. The benefit-cost analysis shows placing guardrails or barriers in 
this location would be a cost-effective strategy.  

Most of the accidents at the Sixth Avenue and Wadsworth Boulevard interchange were rear-
end collisions and hit-fixed-object collisions, which are common for an urban interchange 
environment. The accident types and the order of their occurrence are the same as the 
previous report, indicating that accident patterns did not change over the 6-year period 
from 1995 to 2000. The following lists the accident types for the interchange area: 

• Rear End: 44 percent 
• Fixed Object: 28 percent 
• Sideswipe Same Direction: 18 percent 
• Overturning: 5 percent 
• Other: 5 percent 

The report recommended installing concrete barrier between mileposts 280.05 and 280.65 in 
the eastbound direction to reduce the high-severity, run-off-road-type accidents at this 
location. A recent field review determined that there is now a barrier in this location. 

Safety Assessment Report SH 6 Resurfacing Project MP 280.84 – MP 283.86, April 30, 2003 
This safety assessment reviewed US 6 between Wadsworth Boulevard and Federal 
Boulevard. During the study period 1997 through 2001, the accident frequency and severity 
for all of the segments was within the expected range for Urban Six-Lane Freeways. In 
addition, the average accident rate for total, property-damage-only, injury, and fatal 
accidents was below the statewide average for Federal Aid Primary Urban Highways. 

Further investigation for accident concentrations and patterns on the mainline showed that 
there are statistically significant high frequencies of six types of accidents; however, the 
milepost locations associated with these accidents are east of the study area. In general, rear-
end collisions were the most common accident type along this stretch of Sixth Avenue. They 
primarily occur during congested peak periods when inattentive drivers approach the area 
too fast or are following too closely as they approach the congested area. Most of the 
sideswipe same-direction accidents that occur during lane changing take place in the middle 
of the segments between interchanges. 

Of the 101 interchange ramp accidents, 36 percent occurred on the east Wadsworth 
Boulevard ramps as opposed to 50 percent at the Sheridan Boulevard ramps and 14 percent 
at the Federal Boulevard ramps. The following lists the accident types at the ramps for the 
three interchanges: 
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• Rear End: 54 percent 
• Fixed Object: 23 percent  
• Overturning: 12 percent 
• Sideswipe Same Direction: 7 percent 
• Other: 4 percent 

The most common accident type was rear-end collisions. Periodic congestion and queuing 
at ramp intersection and merging locations caused many of these accidents. The overturning 
and fixed-object collisions on the ramps were attributed to drivers exiting Sixth Avenue at 
excess speed, causing the drivers to lose control and run off the road.  

The directional exit ramp from westbound Sixth Avenue to northbound Wadsworth 
Boulevard experienced several overturning and run-off-road-type accidents. The report 
noted that CDOT had recently improved the ramp by adding chevrons, advisory speed 
signs, and a flashing yellow beacon at the exit terminal, and these types of accidents had 
correspondingly declined. The report recommended installing an advisory exit speed sign 
within the deceleration lane limits for the westbound-to-northbound Wadsworth Boulevard 
directional exit ramp. A recent field review determined this sign has not yet been installed. 

Safety Assessment Report SH 121 Resurfacing Project MP 12.54 – MP 18.00, July 2003 
This safety assessment reviewed Wadsworth Boulevard between the northern edge of the 
Sixth Avenue interchange and 58th Avenue. During the study period 1999 through 2001, the 
total average accident rate for this portion was above the statewide average for other 
Federal Aid Urban Highway facilities. The report focuses on specific intersections that 
exhibited a higher concentration of accidents. One of these, 10th Avenue, is in the study 
area. 

During the years 1999 through 2001, 39 accidents occurred at the 10th Avenue and 
Wadsworth Boulevard intersection. Of this total, four involved injuries and the remainder 
were property damage only. Only three of the accidents occurred on 10th Avenue. The 
following lists the accident types for the intersection: 

• Rear End: 43 percent 
• Approach Turn: 35 percent 
• Broadside: 8 percent 
• Sideswipe Same Direction: 8 percent 
• Pedestrian: 3 percent 
• Bicycle: 3 percent 

All of the approach-turn accidents were northbound and southbound on Wadsworth 
Boulevard. The report suggests changing the left-turn phasing to protected-only to reduce 
these types of accidents. All but one of the rear-end accidents were on Wadsworth 
Boulevard. The report recommended examining and improving, if possible, the arterial 
progression between the signals on Wadsworth Boulevard in order to relieve congestion 
and reduce rear-end accidents. A recent field review indicates the northbound and 
southbound left-turn phases remain protected-permitted. 
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2003 Traffic Safety Report 
This report summarizes Lakewood’s evaluation of its intersection accidents for the year 
2003. The Sixth Avenue and Wadsworth Boulevard interchange was included on the City of 
Lakewood’s 2003 critical intersection list, which indicates it had a higher accident rate than 
similar highway interchanges within Lakewood. The Sixth Avenue and Wadworth 
Boulevard interchange was also included on the City’s on the 2001 critical list. This 
interchange had Lakewood’s highest frequency of reported accidents and the second 
highest severity index in both 2001 and 2003. 

The following lists the trends or characteristics that occurred at least twice as frequently as 
citywide averages for other highway interchanges: 

• Time of Day: midnight to 1 a.m. , 2-3 a.m., 3-4 a.m. 
• First Harmful: fixed-object total and sideswipe same direction  
• Driver Condition: alcohol and drugs involved 
• Travel Direction: S-E  
• Vehicle Movement: changing lanes, starting, passing, weaving, avoiding object  
• Vehicle Type: non-school bus <1.5k, single-unit truck, bicycle 

The analysis of this interchange yielded the following conclusions about the accidents: 

• Sideswipe same-direction accidents accounted for nearly 25 percent of intersection 
accidents as opposed to the 9 percent citywide average. 

• Accidents involving lane-change maneuvers occurred three times more frequently than 
the citywide average; the majority of these involved southbound vehicles. 

• The directional eastbound entrance ramp to US 6 experienced a significant number of 
rear-end and fixed-object accidents. 

• The number of accidents that occurred in early morning hours between 12 a.m. and 
3 a.m. was more than two-and-a-half times the citywide average. 

• The number of accidents where the at-fault driver was under drug or alcohol influence 
occurred at twice the citywide average. 

• The field review noted a significant number of vehicles exiting Sixth Avenue and 
attempting to merge into the left lanes; the high frequency of sideswipe same-direction 
accidents supports this observation. 

• The field review noted that the directional eastbound entrance ramp to Sixth Avenue 
has two horizontal curves and a short acceleration distance that appear to contribute to 
rear-end and fixed-object accidents. 

A review of the interchange collision diagram provides the following summary about the 
accidents at this interchange in the 2003: 

• No fatal accidents. 

• Five injury accidents equate to 7 percent of the accidents, which is within two times the 
citywide average. 
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• The northbound approach experienced four rear-end accidents, two sideswipe same-
direction accidents, three right-turn-hit-fixed-object accidents, and one double-left-turn 
collision, as well as two accidents in which the approach-turn northbound-to-westbound 
vehicles hit southbound vehicles (these are likely at the Broadview Drive intersection). 

• The southbound approach experienced 14 rear-end accidents, eight sideswipe same-
direction accidents, two collisions involving right turns into vehicles going straight, and 
one accident involving a right turn into a vehicle turning right. 

• The westbound approach experienced six rear-end accidents, one sideswipe same-
direction accident, and seven hit-fixed-object accidents (this analysis assumes these 
occurred on the westbound entrance and exit ramps). 

• The eastbound approach experienced nine rear-end accidents, four sideswipe same-
direction accidents , and four hit-fixed-object accidents (this analysis assumes these 
occurred on the eastbound entrance and exit ramps). 

The report recommends a detailed study to determine an alternative interchange 
configuration to reduce accidents and congestion at this location. 

The 13th Avenue and Wadsworth Boulevard intersection was included on the City of 
Lakewood’s 2001 and 2003 critical intersection lists. In 2003, it had the 43rd highest 
frequency of crashes and the 47th highest severity index in the City. The following lists the 
trends or characteristics that occurred at least twice as frequently as citywide averages for 
other highway interchanges: 

• Season: Spring 
• Month of Year: January, March, and April 
• Time of Day: 11 a.m.–12 p.m., 4-5 p.m., 7-8 p.m., and 10-11 p.m. 
• First Harmful: broadside, pedestrian, sideswipe same direction 
• Roadway Condition: ice  
• Driver Condition: alcohol and drugs involved 
• Travel Direction: N-W, S-E, S-W 
• Vehicle Movement: changing lanes, stopped, passing  
• Vehicle Type: truck > 10k/bus > 15 passenger 

The analysis of this intersection yielded the following conclusions about the accidents: 

• The number of sideswipe same-direction accidents occurred at two-and-a-half times the 
citywide average. 

• The proportion of accidents during the noon hour and in the evening is more than two 
times the citywide average. 

A review of the intersection collision diagram provides the following summary about the 
accidents at this interchange in 2003: 

• No fatal accidents. 

• Of 16 total accidents, two, or 13 percent, were injury accidents. 
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• The northbound approach experienced three rear-end accidents, three sideswipe same-
direction accidents, two approach-turn accidents, and one hit-pedestrian accident. 

• The southbound approach experienced one rear-end accident, one sideswipe same-
direction accident, and three approach-turn accidents. 

• The westbound approach experienced one approach-turn and one broadside accident. 

• The eastbound approach experienced one rear-end accident. 

2005 Traffic Safety Report 
This report summarizes Lakewood’s evaluation of its intersection accidents for 2005. This 
evaluation is not as robust as previous years due to concern about errors in the accident 
reporting database. However, the report supports the continued inclusion of the Sixth 
Avenue and Wadsworth Boulevard interchange on the City’s critical intersection list.  

General Conclusions From the Reports 
The following presents the conclusions drawn from the report review: 

• Magnitude of the Accident Problem—From the statewide perspective provided in the 
CDOT analyses, Sixth Avenue experiences accident and severity frequencies that are 
within the expected deviation of the statewide average for similar facilities. In addition, 
the accident and severity rates are below the statewide averages for similar facilities for 
both Sixth Avenue and the portion of Wadsworth Boulevard that is between the 
northern limit of the interchange and Florida Avenue. The interchange does not exhibit 
any unusual accident characteristics compared to similar facilities statewide. However, 
from the citywide perspective provided by Lakewood, the interchange accident rate is 
above the citywide average for similar facilities. It had the highest frequency of accidents 
and the second highest severity index in the city in 2003. 

• Most Common Accident Types—Both agencies agree that the top three accident types in 
the study area are rear end, hit fixed object, and sideswipe same direction. Both CDOT 
and Lakewood conclude that congestion is the cause of the rear-end accidents. Capacity 
improvements to reduce congestion and signal progression to improve flow may help to 
mitigate rear-end accidents. Lakewood concludes the significant sideswipe same-
direction (lane changing/merging) and rear-end accidents on Wadsworth Boulevard in 
the interchange area are due to the interchange configuration and congestion. 

• Ramp Issues—CDOT concludes the westbound directional exit ramp experienced 
several overturn and run-off-road accidents due to severe curvature. CDOT Region 6 
has made several improvements that have helped to alert drivers to the need to slow 
down, but has not revised the alignment. Lakewood concludes that the curves on the 
directional eastbound entrance ramp contribute to fixed-object accidents, while the short 
acceleration length plays a role in rear-end accidents.  

• CDOT Mainline Recommendations—Any alternative should incorporate median 
barriers and guardrail/retaining walls to prevent run-off-road accidents from becoming 
severe accidents. Likewise, there should be no curb that can induce overturning 
accidents. A continuous length of delineation is recommended along the median barriers 
to enhance visibility and provide positive guidance to drivers.  
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Data Analysis 
The two Wadsworth Boulevard reports each present one accident rate for the entire length 
of their respective study areas. The existing conditions analysis requires segmentation of the 
study area along Wadsworth Boulevard in order to determine spot-specific issues. 
Therefore, this analysis divided the Wadsworth Boulevard study area into segments and 
assessed accident patterns and calculated accident rates for each. CDOT provided accident 
and ADT data for the years 2001-2004 for this analysis.  

Second Avenue to Fifth Avenue  
This segment includes the Fifth Avenue intersection, but not the Second Avenue 
intersection. Over the 4-year period, this segment experienced a total of 118 accidents. Of 
this total, 83 percent were property-damage-only accidents and the remaining 17 percent 
involved injuries. A significant majority of the accidents occurred during the day in fair 
conditions, when there was no inclement weather and the pavement was dry. The following 
lists the accident types and the percent of the total accidents each represents: 

• Rear End: 51 percent 
• Sideswipe Same Direction: 18 percent 
• Broadside: 13 percent 
• Approach Turn: 7 percent 
• Hit Fixed Object: 5 percent 
• Overtaking Turn: 3 percent 
• Head-On: 2 percent 
• Pedestrian: 0.5 percent 
• Bicycle: 0.5 percent 

This segment is typical of all of the segments in that the rear-end accidents were the most 
common type. Rear-end accidents are frequently related to congestion. Broadside and 
approach-turn accidents usually occur in an intersection environment.  

Fifth Avenue to Broadview Drive  
This segment encompasses the US 6 and Wadsworth Boulevard interchange. Over the 4-
year period, this segment experienced a total of 205 accidents. Of this total, 86 percent were 
property damage only and the remaining 14 percent involved injuries. A significant 
majority of the accidents occurred during the day in fair conditions, when there was no 
inclement weather and the pavement was dry. This segment had the highest percentage of 
accidents that occurred in the dark with lighting. The following lists the accident types and 
the percent of the total accidents each represents: 

• Rear End: 56 percent 
• Sideswipe Same Direction: 23 percent 
• Broadside: 8 percent 
• Hit Fixed: Object 6 percent 
• Approach Turn: 3 percent 
• Overturning: 2 percent 
• Other Non-Collision: 1 percent 
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• Overtaking Turn: 0.5 percent 
• Bicycle: 0.5 percent 

This segment has the highest percentage of sideswipe same-direction accidents. These 
accidents typically occur during lane-changing maneuvers. The cloverleaf interchange 
configuration requires weaving maneuvers between the entering and exiting vehicles, 
increasing the potential for sideswipe same-direction-type accidents. The intersections 
immediately north and south of this interchange also increase the weaving as exiting 
vehicles attempt to weave across several lanes to enter the left-turn lanes to Broadview 
Drive and Fifth Avenue. The approach-turn accidents occurred at the Broadview Drive 
intersection. None occurred within the interchange due to the nature of the cloverleaf 
interchange. All but one of the broadside accidents appear to have occurred at the 
eastbound directional exit ramp to southbound Wadsworth Boulevard merge point, 
suggesting some drivers may not have properly negotiated the curve or there may be a sight 
distance issue.  

Broadview Drive to 10th Avenue 
This segment includes the 10th Avenue intersection. Over the 4-year period, this segment 
experienced a total of 183 accidents. Of this total, 76 percent were property-damage-only 
accidents , 23 percent involved injuries, and 1 percent were accidents involving fatalities. A 
significant majority of the accidents occurred during the day in fair conditions, when there 
was no inclement weather and the pavement was dry. The following lists the accident types 
and the percent of the total accidents each represents: 

• Rear End: 43 percent 
• Approach Turn: 20 percent 
• Broadside: 18 percent 
• Sideswipe Same Direction: 8 percent 
• Hit Fixed Object: 6 percent 
• Head-On: 2 percent 
• Overturning: 1.5 percent 
• Pedestrian: 1 percent 
• Bicycle: 0.5 percent 

This segment has the highest percentage of approach-turn and broadside accidents. All but 
two of the approach-turn accidents involved northbound and southbound vehicles turning 
off of Wadsworth Boulevard onto 10th Avenue. A significant majority of the broadside 
accidents involved eastbound and westbound vehicles on 10th Avenue colliding with a 
northbound or southbound vehicle on Wadsworth Boulevard. One of the fatal accidents 
occurred during an approach turn at a driveway access north of the Highland Drive 
intersection. This driver was under the influence of illegal drugs. In the other fatal accident, 
the driver ran off the road to the right and hit a tree at the Highland Drive intersection. 

10th Avenue to 13th Avenue  
This segment division occurs here because there is a significant drop in ADT north of 10th 
Avenue. Over the 4-year period, this segment experienced a total of 107 accidents. Of this 
total, 83 percent were property-damage-only accidents, while the remaining 17 percent of 
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the accidents involved injuries. A significant majority of the accidents occurred during the 
day in fair conditions, when there was no inclement weather and the pavement was dry. 
The following lists the accident types and the percent of the total accidents each represents: 

• Rear End 67 percent 
• Broadside: 12 percent 
• Approach Turn: 11 percent 
• Sideswipe Same Direction: 7 percent 
• Sideswipe Opposite Direction: 1 percent 
• Hit Fixed Object: 1 percent 
• Other Non-Collision: 1 percent 

This is the only segment that experienced a sideswipe opposite-direction accident. The 
accident occurred while a northbound vehicle on Wadsworth Boulevard was attempting to 
turn left at 13th Avenue. The other accident types are typical of those experienced by the 
other segments.  

Conclusion 
This assessment of the existing safety conditions for the Sixth Avenue and Wadsworth 
Boulevard study area is based on previously published CDOT and City of Lakewood 
reports as well as a segmented analysis of accident data along Wadsworth Boulevard. This 
segmented analysis suggests a need to reduce accident frequency on Wadsworth Boulevard 
in the study area, primarily in the interchange area. The interchange ramp alignments also 
contribute to accidents as does congestion in the study area according to both CDOT and 
Lakewood safety reports. 
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1385 South Colorado Boulevard, Suite 622 – Denver, CO 80222 – 303-688-0676 

To:  Zeke Lynch, CH2M HILL 
From:  Karl Buchholz, Navjoy Consulting Services, Inc. 
Subject: US 6 – Wadsworth (SH 121) Environmental Assessment 
  Analysis of Existing Pedestrian and Bicycle Facilities 
Date:  July 13, 2007 
 

The purpose of this memorandum is to document the condition of the existing pedestrian 
and bicycle facilities within the US 6/Wadsworth Boulevard (SH 121) study area.  The 
information provided in this memorandum was taken from field inventories and observations 
conducted on May 11 and May 18, 2007. 

Study Area 
Figure 1 shows the study area for the analysis of existing conditions.  The inventory of 
existing conditions focused on the Wadsworth corridor from 3rd Avenue to 13th Avenue.  US 
6 is a grade separated facility where bicycles and pedestrians are prohibited so it was not 
included in the analysis, with the exception of pedestrian facilities in the Wadsworth 
interchange area.  
 

 
Figure 1: Study Area for Pedestrian/Bicycle Analysis 

 

Study 
Area 
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Pedestrian Facilities 

Sidewalk Conditions along Wadsworth Boulevard 
The sidewalks along Wadsworth are characterized by a mixture of detached and attached 
walks, missing links and various obstructions along the corridor.  A detailed inventory was 
conducted to measure the amount of missing and substandard sidewalk.  Table 1 provides a 
summary of the sidewalk that is missing or is in substandard condition for each side of 
Wadsworth.  Table 2 provides the same, but is summarized by street segment. 

Table 1: Missing or Substandard Sidewalk on Each Side of Wadsworth 

Wadsworth Side
% Missing 
Sidewalk

% Missing or Non-
Standard* Sidewalk

East Sidewalk 20% 52%
West Sidewalk 71% 85%
Combined 45% 68%  
* See Appendix A for CDOT Sidewalk Standards 
 

Table 2: Missing or Substandard Sidewalk by Segment of Wadsworth 

Wadsworth Segment
% Missing 
Sidewalk

% Missing or Non-
Standard Sidewalk

3rd Ave to 5th Ave 17% 61%
5th Ave to 10th Ave 50% 65%
10th Ave to 13th Ave 52% 83%  
 
As Tables 1 and 2 show, the majority of sidewalk along Wadsworth is non-existent or is 
substandard.  The east side of Wadsworth has more sidewalk continuity than the west side 
but its still missing long segments of sidewalk, especially north of 6th Avenue.  The west side 
of Wadsworth has very little sidewalk that currently exists or meets standards.  In fact, only 
15% of the west side of Wadsworth has sidewalk that meets CDOT standards.   
 
In addition to the discontinuity of sidewalk, there are numerous sidewalk deficiencies along 
Wadsworth Boulevard.  Where the sidewalk is attached, it is often no more than 5-feet in 
width and there is not a suitable barrier to protect pedestrians from adjacent vehicles.  The 
following figures provide a sample of several of the sidewalk deficiencies that exist. 
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Sidewalk crossing at high-volume on-ramp 
(NB Wadsworth to EB US 6) 

Light Pole obstructing pedestrian traveled way 
(East side Wadsworth from 6th to 8th Avenue) 

Narrow attached sidewalk under US 6 bridge 
(east side of Wadsworth) 

Missing curb ramp on northeast corner of 8th 
Place and Wadsworth 

Turn island without curb ramps in pedestrian 
path (940 Wadsworth Parking Lot Access) 

Non-ADA curb ramp at southeast corner of 
10th Avenue/Wadsworth Boulevard 
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Pedestrian Activity 
Pedestrian activity along the Wadsworth Boulevard corridor was collected as part of the 
traffic data collection, and general field observations confirm that this corridor does not have 
a high volume of pedestrians.  Pockets of pedestrian activity tend to be centered on the 
signalized intersections of 5th Avenue and also 10th Avenue.  A higher than expected amount 
of mid-block crossings occur near 4th Avenue.  This is likely due to the presence of the 
Walmart store to the east of Wadsworth and residential land uses to the west.  Although 
Wadsworth Boulevard is not a heavily used pedestrian corridor, it still provides the only 
north-south pedestrian crossing of US 6 along a 2½ mile stretch from Sheridan Boulevard to 
Garrison Street.  Additionally, pedestrian activity along Wadsworth is expected to increase 
once the West Corridor light rail station at 13th and Wadsworth opens in 2012, but no 
quantitative estimates of future pedestrian activity have been made to date. 

Pedestrian Facilities Crossing Wadsworth Boulevard 
The study area currently has just two controlled pedestrian crossings of Wadsworth 
Boulevard.  These are located at the signalized intersections of 5th Avenue and also 10th 
Avenue.  Both intersections experience a low to moderate amount of pedestrian activity.  
Pedestrian crosswalks and pedestrian signals are provided on all four corners of each 
intersection.  The following provides a summary of pedestrian facility conditions at 5th 
Avenue and 10th Avenue: 

Missing sidewalk segment south of 12th 
Avenue, east side of Wadsworth 

3-foot wide sidewalk segment north of 12th 
Avenue, east side of Wadsworth 

Gravel pedestrian path over Lakewood Gulch 
culvert (west side, n/o US 6) 

Advertising bench and newsstands in 
pedestrian traveled way (west side, s/o 5th) 
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5th Avenue and Wadsworth Boulevard 
Pedestrian Signals: Standard Man/Hand pedestrian signal indications exist for each 
crosswalk. 
Pedestrian Signal Actuation: Push buttons are provided on each corner.  
Pedestrian signals for crosswalks parallel to Wadsworth (crossing 5th Ave) are set to 
“rest-in-walk” mode. 
Lighting:  None 
Crosswalk Pavement Markings:  

• North leg: Fair condition 
• South leg: Fair condition 
• East leg: Fair condition 
• West leg: Fair condition 

Pedestrian Signing: No special signs exist. 
Note – This traffic signal is currently scheduled for reconstruction beginning July 9, 
2007.  Pedestrian signal equipment will be replaced including the addition of 
countdown timer signals and intersection lighting on each corner. 

10th Avenue and Wadsworth Boulevard 
Pedestrian Signals: Standard Man/Hand pedestrian signal indications along with 
countdown timers for each crosswalk. 
Pedestrian Signal Actuation: Push buttons are provided on each corner.  
Pedestrian signals for crosswalks parallel to Wadsworth (crossing 10th Ave) are set 
to “rest-in-walk” mode. 
Lighting:  Exist on all four corners. 
Crosswalk Pavement Markings:  

• North leg: Fair condition 
• South leg: Poor condition 
• East leg: Poor condition 
• West leg: Fair condition 

Pedestrian Signing: No special signs exist 

Pedestrian Crashes 
Pedestrian crash data from the City of Lakewood was analyzed for a three year time period 
(January 1, 2003 through December 31, 2005).  Table 3 provides a summary of the data. 

Table 3: Pedestrian Crash Data (2003 – 2005) 

Year 
Number of 
Crashes Injuries Fatalities Location of Crashes 

2003 2 1 0 PDO at 8th Pl; Injury crash at 13th Avenue 
2004 0 0 0 N/A 
2005 2 0 0 PDO at US 6 and 10th Ave 

PDO: Property Damage Only Crash 
 
As indicated by Table 3, there were a total of 4 pedestrian crashes (including 1 injury crash) 
from 2003 through 2005.  The crashes appear to be random and the data does not indicate 
any identifiable crash patterns or trends. 
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Bicycle Facilities 
Figure 2 below shows the existing and proposed bicycle facilities in the vicinity of the study 
area.  The Lakewood Bicycle System Master Plan, adopted by City Council in 2005, 
identifies Wadsworth Boulevard as a bike route with detached multi-use paths.  Although 
Wadsworth is not a primary bicycle corridor, it is the only north/south roadway between 
Sheridan Boulevard and Garrison Street where bicyclists are able to cross US 6.   
 
There are also two bicycle routes that cross Wadsworth Boulevard in the study area: 10th 
Avenue and the 13th Avenue (D-10) bike route.  10th Avenue is identified as a commuter 
bicycling route with on-street bike lanes.  Bike lanes along 10th Avenue currently exist to the 
west of Wadsworth but not to the east.   
 
The 13th Avenue bike route is a primary commuter and recreational route that will eventually 
connect northwest Lakewood with downtown Denver.  The route currently exists as an on-
street facility along 13th Avenue but it will be mostly converted to a multi-use path with a 
grade separation at Wadsworth and Sheridan Boulevards as part of the West Corridor light 
rail project. 
 

 

Figure 2: Lakewood Bicycle Master Plan in vicinity of Study Area 
 
The Colorado Bicycling Map (published by CDOT in 2004) identifies US 6 as a state 
highway where bicyclists are prohibited.  “Bicycles Prohibited” signs at the on ramps to US 6 
also convey this.  The Colorado Bike Map identifies Wadsworth Boulevard as a high-volume 
state highway with shoulder widths of less than 4-feet.  Bicycles are not prohibited from 
using Wadsworth; however, the map information conveys that Wadsworth is not a bicycle-
friendly state highway. 

Study 
Area 
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Existing Deficiencies 
One of the primary deficiencies of the existing sidewalk/path along Wadsworth is the 
crossing of the cloverleaf interchange at US 6.  The sidewalk path system crosses four free-
flowing ramps in locations where drivers are not expecting to encounter bicycle and 
pedestrian activity.  Furthermore, northbound bicyclists do not have a good view of 
approaching traffic when they are crossing the NB to EB on-ramp and the NB to WB on-
ramp at US 6.  Bicyclists must look over their left shoulder to see traffic approaching from 
behind. 
 
Another issue with the existing multi-use path along Wadsworth is the crossing of driveways 
and side streets.  Because most of the west side of Wadsworth does not have an existing 
path, southbound bicyclists are forced to either ride in the street where there is no shoulder, 
or use the path along the east side.  Using the path on the east side becomes a safety issue 
when bicyclists encounter vehicles exiting driveways or side streets.  Motorists turning right 
onto Wadsworth Boulevard normally look to their left and may not see a bicycle approaching 
from their right (north).   
 
Finally, at locations where a sidewalk/path does exist there are many deficiencies that make 
the path unfriendly and/or unsafe to bicycle travel.  These include obstacles in the traveled 
way (light poles, benches, newspaper stands, etc.), insufficient clear zone, missing curb 
ramps, debris in the traveled way, and inadequate width to accommodate both bicyclists and 
pedestrians. 

Bicycle Activity 
Bicycle activity along Wadsworth is generally low as most riders use Garrison Street one 
mile to the west for north-south travel.  Bicycle activity is expected to increase once the 
West Corridor light rail station at 13th and Wadsworth opens in 2012 but no quantitative 
estimates of future bicycle activity have been made to date. 

Bicycle Crashes 
Bicycle crash data from the City of Lakewood was analyzed for a three year time period 
(January 1, 2003 through December 31, 2005).  Table 4 provides a summary of the data. 

Table 4: Bicycle Crash Data (2003 – 2005) 

Year 
Number of 
Crashes Injuries Fatalities Location of Crashes 

2003 3 2 0 PDO at 4th Ave; Injury at US 6 & at 10th Ave 
2004 0 0 0 N/A 
2005 2 2 0 PDO at 10th Ave; Injury at 12th Ave 

PDO: Property Damage Only Crash 
 
As indicated by Table 4, there were a total of 5 bicycle crashes (including 4 injury crashes) 
from 2003 through 2005.  Two of the five crashes occurred at 10th Avenue and both involved 
eastbound bicycles.  The 2003 crash was a broadside crash involving a SB left-turning 
vehicle.  The crash in 2005 was a rear-end crash involving an eastbound vehicle away from 
the intersection.  In both crashes the motor vehicle was at fault.  Given the differing 
characteristics of these crashes it does not appear they are indicative of an accident pattern; 
however, when more recent crash data becomes available the data should be evaluated to 
determine if there is a correctable pattern of crashes.  
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Summary of Findings 
The above analysis was conducted to document the existing conditions of the pedestrian 
and bicycle facilities for the US 6/Wadsworth Boulevard Environmental Assessment.  Key 
findings of the analysis include: 
 

1. The existing pedestrian sidewalk system is lacking in continuity and conformance 
with CDOT standards.  Approximately 50% of the east side sidewalk is missing or in 
substandard condition and 85% of the west side sidewalk is missing or substandard. 

2. The Wadsworth corridor is not a highly active pedestrian or bicycle corridor.  The 
future light rail station and ancillary development at 13th Avenue and Wadsworth is 
expected to increase pedestrian and bicycle activity along Wadsworth. 

3. Even with low user demand, Wadsworth Boulevard is an important corridor for 
bicyclist and pedestrians because of the east-west barrier effect created by US 6.  
Wadsworth is the only crossing of US 6 for a 2 ½ mile stretch from Sheridan 
Boulevard to Garrison Street. 

4. The existing cloverleaf interchange is not conducive to pedestrian and bicycle 
movements through the interchange.  The high-volume, free-flowing ramps do not 
offer many gaps in traffic flow and vehicle visibility for bicyclists crossing the ramps is 
difficult. 

5. Crash data from 2003 through 2005 does not indicate a hazardous pattern or trend in 
crashes.  When available, updated data from 2006 should be evaluated to determine 
if the crash history has changed. 
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Appendix A – Sidewalk/Bike Path Standards 
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To:  Zeke Lynch, CH2MHill 
From:  Karl Buchholz, Navjoy Consulting Services, Inc. 
Subject: Summary of Sidewalk and Shared-Use Path Standards 
Date:  May 24, 2007 
 

The following table summarizes the cross-sectional standards for sidewalks and shared-use 
paths.  Lakewood standards are based on their design standards for arterial roadways and 
the Lakewood Bicycle System Master Plan.  CDOT is currently working on the pedestrian 
and bikeway chapter of their design manual.  Chapter 4 of their design manual provides 
some guidance for sidewalk facilities.  CDOT mostly defers to AASHTO for sidewalk and 
bikeway standards.  The AASHTO standards were drawn from the AASHTO Guide for the 
Development of Bicycle Facilities, and AASHTO’s Policy on Geometric Design for Streets 
and Highways.   
 
Comparison of Sidewalk and Bikeway Standards 

Criteria CDOT AASHTO 
City of 

Lakewood
Sidewalk Only; Attached1 
 Width 4' to 8' 6' 8' 
 Clear Zone 2' 2' 3 2' 
Sidewalk Only; Detached    
 Width  4' to 8' 4' to 8' 5' 
 Detached Distance per AASHTO 8' 7' to 15' 
 Clear Zone 2' 2' 2' 
Shared Use Path; Attached1,2    
 Width per AASHTO 10' 10' 
 Clear Zone per AASHTO 2' 3 2' 
Shared Use Path; Detached2    
 Width per AASHTO 10' 8' 
 Detached Distance per AASHTO 5' 4 7' to 15' 
 Clear Zone per AASHTO 2' 2' 
One-Way Directional Bike Path    
 Width per AASHTO 6' N/A 
 Detached Distance per AASHTO 5' N/A 
  Clear Zone per AASHTO 2' N/A 
     
1 Lakewood Standards do not typically allow attached sidewalks or shared use paths on 
arterial roadways  
2 assumes multi-directional path    
3A "suitable barrier" should be constructed when sidewalk/path is not 
detached   
4If <5 ft, a “suitable barrier” should be constructed    
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